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Introduction

Since the early 1970's significant State and Federal legislative

initiatives have been established in an attempt to change the manner in

which society views and serves persons with disabilities. Specifically,

these changes have been initiated through enactment of P.L. 94-142, the

Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975; P.L. 93-112, the

Rehabilitation Act of 1973; and P.L. 98-524, the Carl D. Perkins Vocational

Education Act of 1984. These Acts, together with supplemental state

legislation, ensure the provision of interagency approaches to foster: (a)

successful participation of youth and young adults with disabilities in

educational and vocational training programs and (b) provision of employment

services to assist individuals with disabilities in acquiring employment,

attaining independence and gaining access to the =immunity.

Public Law 98-199, the Education of the Handicapped Act Amendments of

1983, Section 626 entitled, "Secondary Education and Transitional Services

for Handicapped Youth" authorized the funding of grants to state education

and other appropriate agencies to:

1. Strengthen and coordinate education, training, and related services

for handicapped youth to assist in the transitional process to

postsecondary education, vocational training, competitive employment,

continuing education, or adult services; and

2. Stimulate the improvement and development of programs for secondary

education." (Public Law 98-199 - Dec. 2, 1983).

Public Law 98-199, Section 626, defines projects for the development of

transitional services for youth with disabilities to include demonstration

1
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models, demographic studies, program evaluation, specially designed

vocational programs, research and development, and the initiation of

cooperative models between educational agencies and adult service agencies.

Since the passage of P.L. 98-199 in 1983, a strong initiative has been

developed across the Nation and in Virginia, including models focusing on

specified disability groups, degrees of severity of disability, and specific

service delivery plans. Many of these programs have focused on cooperation

between secondary special and vocational education and vocational

rehabilitative service agencies.

The Need for a Transitional Service Delivery System

Despite the increased emphasis on vocational training and transitional

services, the majority of youth with disabilities continue to pass through

their formative years without developing vocational, independent living and

social interaction skills. Unfortunately these skills are essential to

prepare them for a successful transition from school to the community and

the work place. Young adults with disabilities face futures filled with

uncertainty when they leave the nation's public schools.

A survey of 1,000 Americans with disabilities conducted for the

President's Committee on EMployment of the Handicapped by Harris and

Associates (1986) indicated that less than 25% of all working-aged

individuals with disabilities in the U.S. are employed full-time and an

additional 10% are employed part-time. The majority of those individuals,

with disabilities who work, it was noted, are underemployed or working at or

below minimum wage. Twenty percent of all adults with disabilities have

attended college as compared to 33% o adults without disabilities.



These estimates are supported by two follow-up studies of youth and

young adults with disabilities who had either completed or left the public

schools in the states of Vermont and Colorado. In the Vermont study 55% of

the 301 individuals with mild disabilities who composed the interviewed

sample were employed, but only 37% of these indiviciliAlq were employed in

full -time jobs (Hasazi, Gordon, and Roe, 1985). Similar results were

reported in the Colorado follow-up study with 69% of the 234 respondents

with disabilities reporting that they worked but only 32% reporting that

they worked in full-time jobs (Mithaug, Horiuchi, and Fanning, 1985). In

both studies, significant numbers of the employed group were in seasonal,

pert-time or intermittent jobs earning marginal wages with most individuals

earning below minimum wage.

A statistical portrait emerges in both these studies that depicts a

high rate of unemployment and underemployment. Those individuals with

disabilities who do find work are involved in the secondary or marginal work

force where wages, job status, job security, and benefits are traditionally

low. In both studies, 64% of the respondents lived at home with their

parentsfurther suggesting a pattern of financial instability and family

dependence.

Additional issues related to the frequency of agency contact after exit

fran secondary education emerged in both studies. In the Colorado Study,

63% of the respondents indicated that they had never used the services of

the vocational rehabilitation program and in the Vermont Study, 89% of the

interviewed sample reported no use of vocational rehabilitation services.

Instead of receiving assistance in job search or job placement activities

fran the schools or other agencies such as vocational rehabilitation,

3



students in both studies indicated that they found their jobs through their

personal network (self, family, friends, and teachers). With 250,000 to

300,000 students with disabilities leaving the nation's public schools

annually, it is not surprising, based on these findings, that vocational

rehabilitation reported that it successfully closes only about 50,000 cases

per year for individuals under 20 years of age (Tindall, GUgerty, and

Dougherty, 1983). The results of these follow-up studies support the need

for public schools, vocational rehabilitation agencies and other adult

service providers to engage in systematic transition planning for students

with disabilities before they leave the public schools.

Many facilities and services are available to young adults with

disabilities but few are ever accessed due to a lack of knowledge and a lack

of communication between school personnel and adult service providers.

Programs vary, eligibility criteria vary, providers of service vary--all of

which contributes to a system which realizes its potential only by chance.

In an attempt to address these problems the federal government has

undertaken new initiatives in this field through the passage of Public Law

98-199 and the articulation of public policy related to the expenditures of

these funds (Will, 1984).

f __I itimo -. th of V'

Virginia has had major transitional service initiatives develop since

the passage of P.L. 98-199. Major initiatives inrqflacs, hi* are nnt

to the following:

1. IACC: The Interagency Coordinating Council on the Delivery of

Related Services to Handicapped Children Ages Birth Through Twenty

One



2. The State System of Supportive Employment

3. MCC: The Rehabilitation Research & Training Center at

Virginia COmmonwealth University has administered two

transitional service grants. Project TIE: Transition

into Employment; and EEP: The Education to EMployment

Project.

4. Project PERT: The Postsecondary Education/Rehabilitation

Transition for the Mildly Mentally Retarded and the Learning

Disabled

5. VITAL: Virginia's Integrated Transition Approach Through

Leadership

6. Project PIACEMENT: Partnerships Linking Agencies Concerned with

EMployment and Maximizing Employment Networks in Transitioning

Youth and Young Adults with Disabilities

Virginia has taken a leadership role within the Nation in the

development of transitional services as a result of these initiatives. (For

further descriptions of these initiatives see Appendix B).

An analysis of the education, training and employment data for Virginia

indicated that the Commonwealth is faced with problems similar to those of

the nation as a whole.

In Virginia during the 1986-87 school year there were 101,977 students

(Virginia Department of Education, 1987) receiving special education, of

which 22,833 were 15 years of age or older. In a refit submitted by the

Virginia Department of Education (1988) to the U. S. Department of Education

and Rehabilitative Services (CSERS) 4,625 students aged 16-21 years and

previously enrolled in special education programs were reported exiting the



educational system during the 1986-87 school year (Table 1). Educators

mtrjggrjsTayesttatga that the anticipated total postsecondary services

needed by all special edUcation students exiting secondary education

=tiered 8,500. An estimated total of 7,851 of these services are typically

considered transitional services (i.e., services assisting youths with

disabilities to access employment, independence and community

participation). The information provided in Table 2 illustrates the complex

array of transitional services needed for youth with disabilities to

progress into productive adult life. These figures may be invalid due to

the subjective nature of the reporting, but they do represent the types of

transitional services needed. (For definitions of the services surveyed by

CMS see Appendix C)
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Table 1

Handicapped Children and Youth, Aged 16-21, Exiting Virginia's Public
Schools Dpring_the Year 1986-1987

Disability Number Exited
in 1986 -87

School Year

Mentally Retarded 1,320

Hard of Hearing 40

Deaf
YV

Speech/ Language Impaired 105

Visually Handicapped 37

Seriously Emotionally Disturbed 527

Orthopedically impaired 28

Other Health impaired 19

Specific Learning Disabilities 2,474

MUltihandicapped 35

Ittal 4,625



Table 2

Anticipated Services Needed by Handicapped Children and Youth. Aged 16 - 21

Years and Exiting the Educational System in Virginia Curing the School Year

106-1987

Anticipated
Services

Estimated Total
Services Needed

COunseling and Guidance 1,260

Evaluation of VR Potential 1,145

Physical and Mental Restoration 195

Vocational Training Services 1,531

Transitional Employment Services 760

Placement in Suitable Employment 1,335

Post-Employment Services 547

Transportation 370

Independent Living Services 357

Residential Services 83

Interpreter Services 39

Reader Services 57

Technological Aids 117

Other Services 55

Total 7,851

Note: These anticipated services were subjectively estimated by public
school personnel.



Status Study of Transitional Services for Disabled Ycuth in Virginia

In 1987 the VITAL team and the IACC commissioned an exploratory study

(Poole, Cook & deFur, 1987) of transiticnal services in Virginia. Forty-

tots key opinion leaders from 15 state agencies were interviewed regarding

the scope of transitional services, transitional service needs, and service

delivery and implenentaticn. 'Ilse key findings from the "Status Study of

Transitional Services foi Disabled Youth in Virginia" are as follows:

1. Transitional services are available, in sanE. form, to all

disability grams. The natter and range of services cppear to be

greater however, for disabled youth categorized as emotionally

disturbed, mild and moderately retarded, or mild and moderately

learning disabled. This is largely because of the large numbers of

youth in these categories that exit school every year.

Nevertheless, proportionately fewer services appear to be available

to other groups, especially youth with severe handicaps.

2. An alarming nutter of handicapped drop-outs and adjudicated youth

leave school every year in need of transitional services, but

probably few receive then. These students "disappear" and "fall

through the cracks" of the service delivery system, because there

is no mechanism in place to follow up and to link then with service

providers after they leave school.

3. Disabled youth in rural areas apparently have a smiler array of

transitional services available and greater difficulty getting

access to then than their counterparts located in metropolitan

areas.
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improve the coordination and delivery of transitional services in

Virginia. Yet both are used only sporadically and inconsistently

aortas the state, in part because of funding constraints,

bureaucratic inflexibility, "turf" protection, insufficient

resources, and levels of commitment of professionals involved in

transition planning and in service delivery.

8. Local education agencies appear to be the most appropriate agencies

to assume lead responsibility for referring disabled youth to, and

initially connectingitheawii±4 providers of transitional services.

Similarly, the Department of Rehabilitative Services is probably in

the best strategic position to assume leadership in coordinating

the development of the lcrg-range transitional plan and for making

sure that eadi disabled youth receives a continuum of services, as

needed, after leaving school.

9. Ekemplary oxtgrams such as Project PERT, Project VAST, and Project

STEER share common characteristics that point the way to reducing

barriers to service delivery in Virginia. Especially important are

commitment from leaders and staff, close interaction and rapport

between persons and agencies involved in the planning and delivery

of services, establishment of an interagency system of

coordination, and development of a mechanism for sharing client

information and professional expertise:batman agencies. (p. iv)

111__ii V 0,2

the Public Sc1cols of V'mi

A survey was conducted in 1987 by the State Special Education Advisory
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Committee (WEAL) and the Virginia Council on Vocational Education (VCVE)

titled, "Survey to Identify Vocational Education Programs and Services for

Handicapped Students in the Public Schools of Virginia." The survey was

designed to provide information about vocational program and service

provision and unmet vocational preparation needs of students with

disabilities. It was sent to school division superintendents, special

education supervisors, vocational education administrators, and local

special education and vocational education advisory groups. Seventy-six

percent (106) of Virginia's school districts responded.

Nearly every school division reporting indicated that rtudents with

disabilities were receiving career development, vocational training and

vocational assessment. Most school divisions reported that they utilized

cooperative services from vocational rehabilitation. Fair-out-of-five

students with disabilities were enrolled with nondisabled students. Urmet

needs were described as work related transportation services, supported work

services, job maintenance and work adjustment. The lack of transitional

services to assist students with disabilities to find employment was cited

as one barrier to employment. The &VAC and VCVE made the following

recommendations to the Virginia Board of Education:

1. Establish joint in-service training programs for special and

vocational education teachers, supervisors, and administrators to

develop mutual understanding about students, programs, and services

to expand participation of the handicapped in vocational education

and enhance the quality of services provided.

2. Identify funds for truly innovative programs and projects to serve

unmet. vocational needs of handicapped students.



3. Develop and provide support for a plan to expand transitional

services for handicapped students from school to work. (p. 7)

13
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Project Description

Transiticming youth with disabilities from school to adult life

requires that relevant caseunity services be ccabined to address individual

needs in planning, case management, service provision and follow-up.

Students with disabilities in Virginia frequently exit the educational

system withr.r.it developing the skills necessary to pursue postsecondary

training and education, acquire employment, attain independence or access

camminity adult services. In mny instances young acquits with disabilities

are denied full advantage of postsecondary services due to the lack of a

formal and organized case management system at either the state or local
level.

Project VAST is designed to provide a process wherein education,

rehabilitation and otlibr adult service agencies cooperatively coordinate

transitional plannin and services for youth and your adults with

disabilities and that thEse agencies collectively evaluate the effectiveness

of this statewide service delivery systen.

The goal of Project VAST is to develop, implement and evaluate a model

at both state and local levels NA:Licdi ensures that students with disabilities

who move through Virginia's piano school programs and into the community

will receive transitional services focusing on career preparation

employment, iniepenkmoe and suooessfUl life adjustment through a formal

organized case management system.

The innovative features of the project focus on:

1. Interagency planning for service delivery related to transition

services among nine agencies at state and local levels:

- The Divisions of Special Education, Vocational and Adult Education

14



within the Virginia Department of Education

The Virginia Department of Rehabilitative Services

The Virginia Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation
and Substance Abuse Services

The Virginia Ccan.tnity College System

- The State Cbuncil of Higher' Education for Virginia

The Governor's Eruployment and Training Department (which
administers the Job Training Partnership Act)

The Virginia Department for the Virally Handicapped

The Virginia Department for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing

The Virginia Enployment Cammission

2. The establishment of a State Interagency Transition Task Force

MEM composed of state and local agency representatives. The

purpose of the Sla is to develop a transition process that

integrates and develops case managenent processes and procedures

among service:providers.

3. The implementatIcn and evaluation of the transition planning

process and service delivery procedures developed by the Sm.' at

the local level in twelve pilot sites

4. The provision of transition planning and services using the

ccordinated intemencyprocedures developed by the sin for up to

300 youth and young adults representing all categories of

disabilities

5. The development of a computerized transition resource information

system for the state which identifies services to meet the

transition needs of students with disabilities

6. The development of a computerized tracking and follow -up system

15



which will assist state agencies to track individual c with

disabilities through the state's service delivery system and

provide follow-up information

7. The involvement of consumers and their parents, employers and human

service professionals in the development and implementation of a

formal transition planning process

8. The commitment by all cooperating agencies to the development and

implementation of formal interagency agreements which define agency

roles, service delivery components, and funding responsibilities

related to transition planning and case management services

ivt: 104

The SiTT includes state and local representatives fran each of the

agencies participating in the project. The mission of the sx.r2 is to

establidh ways far youth with disabilities to move frau sdhool to

independent and productive adult lives. The primary responsibilities of the

task force are as follows:

1. Develop interagency transition planning and case management

procedures

2. Develop and refine the transition case management handbook

3. Monitor 1(..cal implementation activities

4. Facilitate formal statewide interagency agreements relative to the

transition process

Tre11;217g=t
The project advisory carmittee is =posed of members from



subccumittece of the Virginia Board for Rights of the Disabled, employers,

representatives of human service agencies, individuals with disabilities and

leaders of advocacy organizations.

Three times each year the Oarmittee examines issues related to Project

VAST. The Advisory Ccumittee is involved in all aspects of the project

including:

1. Reviewing the interagency transition procedures developed by the

SPIT

2. Reviewing project products such as the project handbook, training

package, participant tracking system and resource information

sYstem

3. Making recarmendaticos related to the effectiveness of the

interagency transition procedures and transition information system

to the project staff, members o:: the slim' and state agency

administrators

The WLIIIIMMhilt=gn

The VAST Resource System, developed at both state and demonstration

site levels, identifies resources relative. to transitioning, agency

eligibility requirements, costs of services and availability of financial

aid. The software system is designed for use on MS-DOS microcaaputer

systems, by special educators, guidance personnel, rehabilitation personnel,
consumers and parents.

The VAST Trackirrr System

The VAST Tracking System is an interagency client tracking software

17
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system which assists direct service providers to communicate about ritual

clients using microcomputers and telecommunications. Project VAST is

developing the system to demonstrate its usefulness and to collect project

evaluation information. The software system runs on NS-DOS microcomputers.

The VAST Tracking system performs the following:

1. Provides background information on participants

2. Pecords transition programs, including agency service commitments

3. Tracks individuals' outcomes

4. Records interagency case management procedures

5. Tracks service provision and costs of services



The Project VAST Model

LcsaUrirdmaggnwilivraitis

Within each of the localities selected for project participation, teams

are developed which serve to implement and adtinister the project locally.

The LITI' serves as a local interagency council charged with developing and

supervising interagency transitional service procedures at the local level.

Each LITT is comprised of representatives of the agencies participating in

the project and project staff members. All local teams are provided in-

service training on interagency cooperation, team building, transitional

service concepts and the specific procednres of Project VAST. A formal

assessment of young adult transition needs, agencies' resources and barriers

to effective case mematfpuent is conducted in each LIT.

Each LIT has a chairperson, usually an education representative. The

LITT chair arranges meetings and files reports with the project office. The

IXTT meets at least twice a year to discuss ways to improve interagency

coordination of services, and special participant cases.

The LTIT monitors and evaluates participants' progress within the

demonstration site to ensure that the full range of services is provided to

meet the needs of the participants. The LIT structme ensures that

poetsearmkuIrplanmdng is a consideration during secondary school programs.

The LITT is responsible for:

1. Participant selection

2. Reviewing information on new participants

3. Candidate and parent orientation

4. Client tracking

5. Service coordination and implementation

19
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6. Monitoring the progress of participants

7. Reporting and sharing information about the progress of

participants within the LIT and with the project office

8. Follow -up of project participants

9. Identification of problems and best practices in

interaganr transitional service provision.

urr Member Identification

The agencies participating in Project VAST appoint at least one

representative in each demonstration site to serve as a LITT member. Each

agency representative is provided with intonation on the purpose of the

project, their responsibilities as a team member, the number of participants

to be served, and the expected duration of their involvement with the

project. LITT representatives are expected to have the expertise and

availability of time to participate in the project and the authority to

cantroilt their agencies' services and rescurces.

IXELMaining

Project VAST is responsible for coordinating and providing all um

training. A training package is developed, utilized and revised as needed

to provide consistent, quality training to all Lur members. The State

Interagency Transition Task Force (SIT=) and the Project VAST Advisory

Committee are responsible for reviewing the training package and advising

project staff on modifications in the training material. LITT members are

trained in local or regional workshops that are sponsored with project

funds. At least one local level representative from each agency is trained

20



in the Project VAST model.

A minima of one representative from the local special eduction
advisory boatel, who is also a parent of a child with 1 disability, is
requested to participate in the project workshops. The inclusion of parents
in the project training helps to ensure their involvement In the developealt
of the Project 'VAST model and builds parent-professional relationships.

Direct service persornel that may be involved with the project are invited

to attend the in-service training. 'the Project VAST staff notifies LIT

members of the training event, schedule and location.

Project VAST training includes the following cxelments:

1. Team building activities and strategies for interagency

coordination

2. Presentations on each local participating agency's

mission, services, resources, and procedures

3. Assessments of local resources related to interageray transitioning

4. A prwentation on the need for transitional services

5. Presentations on the interagency transitional pr x:edures developed

by the silT.

6. Iresentations on the VAST Tracking System and the VAST

Transition Resource System.

7. Development of initial agreements regarding the provision

of agency services, including assessment services.

8. Development of the monitoring process and the reporting format to

be used by the I=

9. The use of case studies and role playing to explore the

interagency processes of transition planning and service

21 26



implementation.

10. Forward planning of schedules for participant selection,

orientation meetings and semiannue um meetings.

Participant Identification and Selection

The special education representative on each LIP is responsible for

campiling basic information on 20 candidates for project participation

according to the following criteria:

1. Participants are one to three years frau high school campletion.

2. Ages range fran 15 to 21 years of age.

3. Functioning abilities are representative of all levels of severity

of disability.

4. At least one drop-out is incluied.

5. Priority is given to candidates who are not presently served by

other transition projects or programs.

6. Includes at least one stuclantwith a disability who is not enrolled

in special education prcgram.

7. Equal representation from all disability groups (i.e. mental

retardation, hearing impairments, speech impaiments, visual

impairments, emotional disabilities, orthcpedic ivaimmits,

specific learning disabilities, multiple disabilities, and deaf-

blindness) and other health *mired

8. Equal representation according to sex, race and socioeconomic

background

9. At least one candidate will be selected for utilization of each

participating agencies services.



Etigignacale2Liga

The special education director is responsible for subnitting the basic.

information about the candidates to the um. The um reviews the

candidates that have been identified for the project and selects 15

participants and five ranked alternates (following the identification

guidelines) to enroll in the project each year.

The LITT, when identifying participants for the project is usually

composed of at least the following members:

1. Special education representatives

2. Vocational education representatives

3. The Denartment of Rehabilitative Services representative

4. The Project VAST transition resource specialist or project

coordinator

12=141ME

The candidates for Project VAST are notified of their selection through

a letter sent to their parent(s) or legal guardians(s) from the local school

division. The letter contains information about Project VAST, the possible

benefits the participants can receive and the importance of parent/guardian

involvement. itimicandidates and their parents choose not to participate in

the project, the alternates are then notified in the same =men Once a

candidate and his/her parent(s) or guardian(s) agree to participate in the

project, they are request -Jo sign a parental consent and release of

information form that allows schoca records to be shared with the agencies

that may provide services to the youth.

23
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illividual Transition Teams

An individual transition team is designed to net the unique transition

needs of a youth with a disability. Each transition team is composed of the

youth, the youth's parent(s) or guardian(s) and those human service

professionals who can provide planning or commit services to assist the

youth in the transition process. Each transition team is designed by the

LIT. titian teams are usually composed of direct service personnel

such as rehabilitatia counselors, special education teachers or department

Chairs, vocational education teachers, community service bond (CSB) case

managers, vision instructors, community college special services counselors,

and Virginia Enployment Connission 0=4 job interviewers.

The transition team is an advisory body and cannot mandate that any

member of the team provide a particular resaaroe or service, however, each

E4
comes to the team with a camitment to provide transitional planning

and agency resources to the individual. Members of tha transition team nay

commit resources on behalf of their agency, and parents my cannot their

personal resources and support.

A transition team is prescriptive and
develcsomtal in its composition.

It includes those professionals whose agencies =provide the resources to

meet the transitional needs of the individual. The memberdhip on the

transition team changes as agencies who can serve the individual are added

or replaced on the team. Mere are as many different transition teams in a

locality as there are participants in the project.

Virginia Eaplaymefft Commission con representatives participate on

transition teams when a vocational objective is being established for the

Amindividual and within six months of anticipated job placement. Virginia
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participant's achievement and maintenance of established goals. Timeframes

and agency responsibilities for follow -up services are planned. The

transition team also projects the anticipated closure of its service to the

Participant.

neWittAILMaraitiC

A transition program is developed by the transition team for each

participant. The team chair has the respasibility of writing the

transition program and insuring that all team umbers receive a copy. The

transition program is prescriptive and is designed to meet the unique

transitional needs of each individual served through the project. It

includes employment, independence and community participation goals and

objectives based on the developmental needs of the individual. Transition

programs are written so that each objective has an estimated date for

completion. The transition program includes the names of the professionals

on the transition team and identifies the team chair. The transition

program identifies the agency that is responsible for providing each service

or resource and the source of funds. When a duplication of services exists

among the agencies, the transition team negotiates which agency is

respormible for providing and paying for the service. Every effort is made

at the local level to share the provision of services and resources.

The transition program is reviewed (with possible revisions) at least

once a year and integrated into other agency plans when appropriate (ie:

IEP, IWRP).

Transitional Servic3 Implementation

The transition team chair monitors participant's progress to ensure

that the services outlined in the transition program are received. Each
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transition team member serves as an informal advocate for the participant.

The agencies represented on the transition team are responsible for

providing the services and resources agreed upon in the transition program.

Eadh Project VAST participant is involved in the development of the

transition program and is expected to follow through with the program as

agreed upon. 'Ihe individual has the right to discontinue participation in

Project VAST but the transition team has the responsibility, to a reasonable

extent, to encourage and assist the project participant in achieving his/her

goals.

timitoming is conducted semiannually to determine if the individual is

progressing according to the objectives outlined in the transition program

and to determine if each agency is providing the services and resources that

it has agreed to. A review is conducted at least once a year to determine

if the transition program continues to be appropriate.

agio=ilmarta

The LITT is responsible for collecting and submitting reports to the

Project VAST staff using The VAST Tracking System. Each um submits

standardized reports to the Project VAST office twice a year. Each locality

(project demonstration site) determines that additional information it will

collect and the methods for collection. The Project VAST staff compiles the

information, analyzes it and sends the aggregate results to all um and

SITT members.

The VAST Tracking system identifies individual participants' progress
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toward their goals, achievements and what transition related needs are not

being met. The tracking system includes agency services to be delivered,

types of services rendered, the duration of services, costs of services,

payments for the services, and any new services that are created as a result

of the transition team process.

UngligiltMaElniteZ

The transfer of lead agency responsibility is planned for at least six

months prior to a participating youth completing or leaving a school

Frog. The actual date for the transfer of lead agency responsibility is

determined by the transition team. The transition team determines when the

services of secondary sdnoolmemberswill no longer be needed and when those

members will exit the team. LITT members continue to receive client

tracking information, regarding the participants they have served, for the

duration of Project VAST. The feedback received from the VAST Tracking

system serves as a mechanism to aid development of best practices in

transitional services.

glen Solving/

All problems that arise in demonstration sites regarding the project

are first negotiated at the direct service level. Problem solving and

negotiation initially occur in the LITT and maters of the Liiir may use the

assistance of the project staff if necessary. Problems that cannot be

solved at the direct service level are referred to the local supervisors or

managers of the agencies involved in the problem. Again, Project:VAST staff

may provide assistance in the problem-solving process. Situations that
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cannot be resolval at the local level are referred via the project staff to

the The SITr is responsible for final resolution of the prcblem and

szrr webers may include state agency administrators in the process.

30
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APPENECDC A

Agency Descriptions
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Agency Descriptions

EagligD

tinder the authority of the Constitution and laws of Virginia and

regulations of the Board of Educaticm, the Deparbmnt of Education shall

provide leadership and supervision in the administration of a system of

quality education appropriate to the needs of individual students.

Special Education

EaAMion

The Department of Special Education provides a free and appropriate

public education to the children and youth of Virginia for ages 2 through 21

who have intellectual, emotional or physical problems.

Eliaibility

Article VIII, Section 1, of the Virginia Constitution delineates the

General Assembly's responsibility for education as follows: "...shall

provide for a system of free public elementary and secondary schools for all

children of school age throughout the Cimanwealth..." Chapter 13, Article

2, Section 22.1-214 of the Code of Virginia states: "Toe Board of Education

shall prepare and supervise the implementation by each school division of a

program of special education designed to educate and train handicapped

Section 22.1-7 of the Code of Virginia addresses the

educational responsibility for children and youth in residence or in custody

of state agencies. "Each state board, agency, and institution having

children in residence or in custody shall provide education and training to
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such children which is at least comparable to that which would be provided

to such children in the public school system." Further, the Code of

Virginia provides that all handicapped persons frau ages two to twenty-one,

inclusive, residing in the Commonwealth of Virginia are identified,

evaluated, and have available a free and appropriate public education. The

provisions set forth in these regulations apply to all public and private

schools and agencies in the Coaranwealth which provide special education and

related services to handicapped children and youth.

A handicapped chill is a child who has an intellectual, emotional or

physical problem and who requires special education and related services.

Handicapping conditions are specified in state and feder.,1 regulations as

follows:

1. Preschool handicapped

2. Hard of hearing

3. Deaf; deaf-blind

4. Speech or language impaired

5. Mentally retarded

6. Multi-harelicapped

7. Orthopedically ivairel

8. Specific learning disabled

9. Visually handicapped

10. Other health impaired

11. Serlalslyemicticrealydisturbed

12. Autistic

13. Severely and profoundly handicapped
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The law requires that a free appropriate public education be provided

for all identified handicapped children and youth in Virginia, ages 2 - 21

inclusive. A free appropriate public education means free special education

and those related services required to meet the individual educational needs

of a handicapped child.

The Department of Education directs and supervises the development and

inplementation of education and related services for handicapped students in

the Commonwealth by directly or indirectly providing the following services:

1. Disbursing all state and federal funds appropriated to the
Eepartment of Education to support the provision of educational and
related services forlumxiimpped children and youth

2. Identifying all handicapped children and youth from birth to age 21
who need special education and related services

3. Informing the comnanity of the rights of handicapped persons (2
through 21, inclusive) to a free appropriate public education

4. Informing the community that special education and related services
are available, whether locally or in another appropriate setting

5. Establishing screening procedures for receiving and reviewing
referrals for child= and youth who may be handicapped

6. Evaluating all children suspected of having handicapping
candvicesition(s) who are in need of special education and related
ser

7. Informing parents, in language they can understand, and obtain
written consent for a child who is evaluated

8. Conducting evaluations in the following four areas before
handicapped condition is determined and/or appropriate educational
placement is considered: medical, educational, sociocultural, and
psychological

9. Ehcuring that evaluations are conducted by trained and qualified
protessionaLs

10. Providing information to parents of suspected or identified
handicapped children regarding their rights
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11. Developing an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) which identifies

nspee

ecial education and related services appropriate to a child's
ds

12. Providing full range of educational and related services designed
to meet each handicapped child's needs at no cost to the parent
(see list of related services below)

13. Providing or paying for transportation

14. Providing non-academic services and extracurricular activities with
non-handicapped students to the greatest extent possible

15. alucating the handicapped child, as much as possible, with students
who are not handicapped

16. Establithing and impleremtingpmocedural safeguards required by law
and regulatices

Related Services are defined in Virginia and federal regulations as

transportation and develcpmental, corrective and other supportive services

whiCh are necessary to help a handicapped child benefit from special

education. Sane examples of related services are:

1. Psychological services

2. Ccunseling

3. School social work services

4. Physical or occupational therapy

5. Parent counseling

6. other prrismage determined necessary for a handicapped child to

benefit from special education including:

a. Vocational assessment

b. Work experience/work co-op prcgrams

c. Prevocational education

d. Work adjustment

e. Supported emplcyment
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The mission of the State Board of Vocaticnal Bticaticn is to ensure

%Saga

that the vocational educaticn needs of all youth and adults in Virginia are

ccnsistent with the needs of tha workplace

ggall

sistent with the needs of the workplace and with individualCcn

aptitudes da needs uh an molts in Vigiria, interests, d utoal

Develop an awareness of employment or self-eraployment opportunities

:

aid requirements for making career choioes

and for determining their educaticral prtgrams

2. Acquire the ccrapetercies needed for employment or self-employment

in occupations of their choice ard for which

ccportunthere are ettyloyment amities
3. the ocupetercies needed for ccosumer use of goodsACquire

and services for bane and family living are for perscrial

4. Develop ccopetencies needed for a successful transition

needs

from school to work with eat:basis on leadership skills,

the American private enterPrise system, rile

citizenship and personal employability skills

5.
Benefit from programs improved and updated through a

cceprehensive, coordinated vocaticoal education delivery

system
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6. 13enefit from programs which are developed through collaborative

efforts with business, industry and govostment and which

effectively use public and private resources.

Eligibility

Vocational edvemation is made Amenable to all students wishing to

enroll in vocational education classes.

22161141111222Maniaigikatz

The tent handicapped, when applied to individuaLs, means individuals

who are mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, speech impaired, visually

handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed, orthopedically impaired, other

health impaired persons, or persons with specific learning disabilities, who

by reason thereof require special education and related services, and who

because of their handicapping cm:titian:

1. Cannot succeed in the regular vocational education program without

special assistance

2. Require a modified vocational education program

In Virginia, handicapped students are identified through special

education. When a heuldicappel student is enrolled in vocational education,

joint planning between vocational education and special education must take

place.

Services

Vocational education programs may include:

1. Agricultural Education

2. Business Education
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3. Health Occupations Education

4. Woe Boonotnics Education

5. Technology Education

6. Trade and Industrial Education

7. Special Programs

Instructional progrann in vocational education which do not fit into

the category of regular offerings are referred to as "special programs."

Itlese program are designed specifically to net the needs of students who

for a ,,, .lety of reasons cannot succeed in a regular vocational program

without special services and assistance. Special vocational programs offer

students with disabilities opportunities to meet realistic goals. Sthere

other aspects of education may only reinforce the negative through repeated

failures, the primary purpose of vocational special program is to help
develop the skills, knowledge, and attitudes that special needs students

require to make than employable and/or capable of seeking further education

and training.

Each vocational special program shall contribute to preparation for

optimmt employment of each student. This includes development of
objectives for students based on their interests, abilities, achievement

level, intelligence, aptitudes and special needs. The same quality and

variety of course offerings, instruction, and euploymmt made available to

regular students nust be made accessible to students enrolled in special

vocational programs. These students shall have every opportunity to develop

to their full educational and/or eavloyment potential.

Rtg: To determine if a special education student should be enrolled

in a regular vocational education class (mainstream) vs. speci...1 program,
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plammingreeds to take plamidthin the Individual Education Program (IEP)

plamingpeccess. Those involved in the IEP planning process for vccaticnal

education should include regular IEP members and a representative of the

vocational education department in the local school system.



haMMign

The purpose of adult education is to provide for the educational needs

of the undereducated adults in Virginia and to expand the services of the

public school system and personnel to the entire calmurd.ty. Adult education

provides programs that will enable adults to continue their education to at

least the level of c:capleticn of secondary school, thus making available the

means to secure training which will enable than to became more employable,

productive, and responsible citizens.

Eligibility

Tb be eligible for adult education programs, the following criteria are

required:

1. Thirty day residency in Virginia

2. Minium age of 17, lacking completion of the 8th grade and

functioning below the 12th grade level, or 16 year old out-of-

school youth

Adult education programs include the following:

1. 222LSignagggcbsztimixmlammit (GED) instructional program is
designed for persons who for varied reasons, did not complete
requiranalts for high school graduation. The program provides an
opportunity for recognition of educational development for those
individuals since they withdrew from school.

2. kilatiajatxatisalawa is a special program geared to meet the
needs of adults who have less than a ninth grade education, who have
trouble holding or finding a job because of limited education, or who
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want to improve their basic skills of reading, writing, English,
arithmetic and history.

3. The Adult High School Dipl., Prom= is for adults who want to earn
their high school diploma.

4. The Englidh as a Second Lanauooe MIA instructional program teaches
Diglish to non-English mpeakingadilts..

5. The Americanization instructional Program teaches students the
inferential necessari to obtain ?American citizenshiP

6. Gemmel Education Development (G Di, testing is a battery of five
comprehensive examinations in writing skills, social studies, natural
scianoes, reading and mathematics. The tests measure the major
generalizations, ideas and intellectual skills that are acquired during
f years of high school. Altprcedmately seven hours are required to
=plate the battery of five tests.

7. liklagLinitalgrekan is provided to individuals enrolled in the
apprenticeship program which is sponsored by the Department of Labor
and Industry. Participants receive both practical bands-on experience
and related technical clasmaxxiiretimuction. While learning, students
are paid a salary.

8. faultiiteMIL.--agetdthte include GED on television, cocperRtive
education programs, in plant education programs, support for literacy
councils, Adult Basic Education, Projmttitemacylalited States (PIUS),
sterdemelopment for Adult Basic Education teachers and adult resource
centers.

Inta liammaa

Contact the local school district administrative office and request a

listing of the :Ault education classes being offered by the local schools.
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EUMOign

The Virgirda Department of Rehabilitative Services is the agency of

Virginia state government that offers assisttxm to persons with physical,

mental and enrstional disabilities in order that they may become self-

suivcating and as inimentient as possible. Through the provision of

carrehensive vocational rehabilitative services, persons with disabilities

are appropriately prepared for suitable jobs and placed in gainful

enploynent.

Eligibility

For a person to be declared eligible for services, the Department of

Rehabilitative Services must determine that a physical or mental disability

does exist, that a vocational handicap has resulted due to the disability

and there is a reasonable expectation that vocational rehabilitation

services may benefit the individual in terms of employment.

General gOi02

The Department of Rehabilitative Services (16) provides a

cxmprehensive program of vocational rehabilitative services tailored to the

individual needs of every disabled person it serves. The service delivery

program is designed primarily around emplcTment objectives but includes

assistance in all related rehabilitative areas, such as housing,

transportation and environmental accessibility.

,t7
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Depending cc individual needs, one or more of the following general
services is available in the rehabilitative process:

1. A ptrisiall and/or psycholcgical examinaticn to determine
the extent of disability and the chances for iswovement

2. LysatticiaLmalatiga to identify skills, abilities, appropriate
occupaticn and services necessary to reach his or her maximum
potential

3. StitanaLindsampaing to assist an individual in achievingreasonable espectations

4. restoration - sudh as medical,
surgical. and hospital care to reduce a perscn's disability*

5. irsaltigaltrzlning to provide the knowledge and skills necessary
for appropriate employment, as well as work adjustment training*

6. lilintsznoaxLAnnagrtatifft while a disabled person isundergoing training*

7. lntexvreter and nate -takira services for the deaf
8. TeksmainicatioN, sensory and other technological aids anddevices*

9. Q222120janalicgum, tools, equipment, stocks and supplies*
10. auEzttatiglagsgast services to assist in job placement, job sitetraining and fallow-thrcugh

11. Olgergoggxamixtog necessary toward obtaining employment

12. aiajamegntAgrdsam to assist an individual in securing suitable
employment

13. gfallattipsmisam to assure that predetermined objectives havebeen satisfactorily achieved

*NOS: Once it has been determined that persons may begin the
rehabilitation process, they may be asked to share the cost of the services.
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extent possible. When feasible, an- location services nay be
provided through EEG's Mobile Rehabilitation Engineering Unit.

5. jabagising_atuoitsumn: Tit most of Vtrgirda, res
offers a job seeking skills program for disabled individuals who
are trained and ready to work but need assistance in applying for
employment. Ibis program primarily focuses an teaching
participants how to complete job applications and how to
appropriately, reqpmtidbringemployment interviews.

6. Irdigoramtlajwirg_modas: Six iniepetxlent living centers are
available in Virginia to persons with disabilities who desire and
need assistance in living. Five of the centers, located in
Arlington,Charlottesville, Norfolk, Richmond and Winchester, are
cperabel cn a contractual basis. Woodrow Wilson Rehabilitation
Center in Pihersville, Virginia, the sixth facility, is managed
and statralkarthe Department of Rehabilitative Services and offers
residential housing while individuals undergo training. Any
disabled person not necessarily someone enrolled in the program may
apply to these centers for assistance. The services provided
include infoannation and referral .services, peer counseling and
independent living skills training. Technical assistance, also, is
rendered in a It of related areas, such as housing, transpor-
tation and attendant care.

7. ft&sE113=ngebahat: The Woodrow Wilson
Rehabilitation Center Mt* is a public, nonprofit facility that
provides oreprellensive rehabilitative services on a residential or
outpatiartbasis to persons with physical, mental and or emotional
disabilities. The Center, whidh is a division of the Virginia
Department of Rehabilitative Services, offers a wide variety of
programs ranging from intensive medical rehabilitation to complete
vocational training. WWRC is located in FishemilleOrirginia.
The following services are provided at WV:

a. gmaggingsindpmighasmicalszykmMe Comseling
Department is staffed with professional rehabilitation
comma= who work with VAC students and their families to
develop and carry out individual programs of rehabilitation.
Throughout the rehabilitative process, counselors
serve as case managers and conmill:with families and sponsors,
as well as coordinate activities with DRS counselors at the
cammity level. To encourage the highest standards of mental
health and well-being, individuals are referred to %%MC's
Psychological Services for evaluation or treatment.
Neurcpsychological, psychiatric and educational evaluations,
psydx*Ierapy and individual and group counseling are offered.
Personal management prolpans are paammibed foartbomawho need
highly-structured plans to readi their goals successfully.

b. Medical including physical, neurology, internal
medicine, pediatrics and psychiatry.
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c. Behebagatigutirajaw services are provided 24 hours a day in
the hospital unit. In cases where future independence in
daily living activities is unlikely, individuals are
instructed inixmix) manage a personal attendant.

d. Physical Thermo}, sessions are exercises, we!ght-lifting and
other techniques are used to build strength, coordination and
stamina.

e. QggsgagniZgagy focuses on the development of skills for
daily living. such as feeding, dressing, shopping, preparing
meals, managing personal hygiene and doing laundry.

f. ilminiszitign_agai,as staff includes a certified audiologist
and speech pathologists who diagnose and treat speeds and
hearing problems.

g. - '!"-t_ D'ISP -)1". =-4 ".; are
professionals design and develop devices which make it easier
for persons to axmounicate and carry cut daily living
activities. They also modify job sites, when necessary. A
mobile rehabilitation unit is available.

h. Atpatiept evaluation, therapy, treatment, and mobile visits
are available on an outpatient basis.

llogl203,amilaing offers a specialized training to.persons
with this disability.

-1, yirlinisl22,tha2231Intuxziatfir provides educational
programs dealing with psychosocial concerns, sexuality, and
employment opportunities for persons with spinal cord injuries.

R4 ZgaLErgject individuals with hearing impairments receive
training in sign language, independent living skills and the
use of Telecommunication Devices for the Deaf (IDD).

1. CeoratrjarlragpmAntilyin7 provides peer counseling and
skills training for persons who have disabilities and want to
live more independently. This service is available on campus
or in the community.

Rh krgsgatignsizdagg include evaluation and vocational
planning services and a work adjustment program. The
evaluation and vocational planning services offer work samples,
intelligence and achievement tests and medical evaluations to
make recommendations for appropriate job training programs. A
work adjustment program teaches work, personal and social
behaviors needed for vocational training or job placement.



n. yosatjazaMatatm is offered in 18 occupational fields,
representing 51 different jobs.

o. AlliggLausjaing includes academic study programs,a driver
educatim program, a job seeking skills training and student
internships.

IlltsliSILE12222E2

lb receive services fran Department of Rehabilitative Services, the

following intake process must be ompleted:

1. EMS mist be provided, by mail or telephone, the individual's name,

address, zip code and telepirme natter.

2. The rehabilitation counselor will establish an appointment at his

office or sate rehabilitation other place convenient to the

individual.

3. If the individual is unable to keep the appointment, he mast notify

the counselor as soon as possible so another appointment may be

scheduled.

4. If the individual is a minor, he is to be accompanied to the

interview by a parent or legal guardian.
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EaMMign

The mission of the Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and

Sul:stance Abuse Services is to assure and provide a comprehensive system of

services that is responsive to the mental health, metal retardation, drug

abuse, and alcohol dependency needs of the citizens of the Ccemmmsealth.

This system includes prevention, emergency, residential, outpatient/day

support and inpatient/training services which are made available through the

planned coordination of the programs of state facilities, state clinics and

camnity service boards.

Eligibility

State Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse Services

Board policy states that services will be made available to all mentally

ill, mentally retarded and substance abusing persons in the Commonwealth of

Virginia.

Services

The following is a list of core services that are available statewide

through the Virginia Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and

Substance Abuse Services (MESAS). Every Community Service Board (CSB)

gim at offer every core service.

1. EmgmaxmAkmlog: Iftwbectalecimmmtal health, mental retardation

or substance abuse services are mailable 24 hours per day and

seven days per week, which provide crisis intervention,

stabilization, and referral assistance over the telephone, or face-
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to-face, if indicated, to individuals seeking suds services for
themselves or others. These emergency servirls may include walk-
ins, home visits, jail interventicrs, and pre-admission screening
and other activities for the prevention of institutionalization or
associated with the judicial connitnent prooRss and the
certification process for admission to mental retardation
facilities.

2. Mnoatient Services: Mental health, mental retardation or substance
abuse services are deliver ed on a 24 hour day basis in a hospital
or training center setting.

a. bhdicalagrgigal: Acute medical treatment and/or surgical
services provided in state facilities. Suds services may
in medical deetcodfication, orthopedics, oral surgery,
urology, care for pneumonia, post - operative care,
ophthalmology, ear, nose and throat and other intensive medical
services.

h4 ainegijuning: nursing services for mentally disabled
imibribmils in state facilities who require =sin) as well as
other care. Skilled nursing services are most often required
by acutely ill or severely/profcundly mentally ill who suffer
from chronic physical illnesses and loss of mobility. These
services are provided by professional nurses, licensed
practical nurses and qualified paramedical personnel under the
general direction and supervision of a physician.

C.
Services

provided in state training centers for mentally retarded
individuals who require active rehabilitative and training
services, including respite and emergency care, but not the
degree of care and treatment provided in a hospital or skilled
=Bingham.

d. Intermediate Care Facility/Geriatric: Services provided in
state geriatric facilities which may include psychiatric
treatse*, therapeutic programs, and medical and personal care.
These services are provided by an interdisciplinary team to
patients 65 years of age and older.

e. Wjtaantensive Psychiatric or Substanoe Abuse Services!:
Intensive short term psychiatric or substance abuse services
provided in state mental health facilities or in local
hospitals which are supported by Community Services Boards
ocslmq through mitractual arrangements. These services may
include intensive stabilization, evaluation, chemotherapy,
hospital-based medical detoxifi cation, psychiatric and psycho-
logical services and other supportive therapies provided in a
highly structured. and supervised setting.
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f. DitendesU3shglaiajjaticat Services are intermediate or long
term treatment provided in a state facility for individuals
with severe psychiatric impairments and emotional disturbances,
multiple handicaps and severe/profcund mental retardation.
iihese services ray include rehabilitation training, skills
building and betavioral management for those who are beyond the
crisis stabilization and acute treatment stages.

3. SaggatisptAnd_Que_MINgellealLESCEIMIG: Mental. health, mental
retardation, or substance abuse services generally provided iti
sessions of less than three heats to clients in a nonresidential

J.

a. =aka services are scheduled outpatient mental health,
mental retardation, or substance abuse generally provided on an
individual, group, or family basis, and usually in a clinic,
similar facility, or other location. These services may
include diagnosis and evaluation, counseling, psychotherapy,
behavior management, psychological testing, ambulatory
detoxification, chemotherapy and methadone maintenance.

b. OgliSsuarint - Services to assure identification
and outreach to potential clients and ccntinuity of care for
clients with mental illness, rental retardation are substance
abuse problems by assessing, planning with, linking, monitoring
and advocating for clients in response to their changing needs.

4. pay Support Services: A planned program of mental healthemental
retardation, or substance abuse treatment or training services
generally provided in sessions of three or more hours to groups LI
clients in a nun - residential setting.

a. eptalizaticp - A treatment programs
that includes the major diagnostic, medic a 1 psychiatric,
psychosocial, sad prevocaticnal and educational treatment
modalities designed for patients with serious mental disorders
or substance abuse problems who require coordinated, intensive,
amprehensive and multi-disciplinary treatment of pathological
conditions not provided in an cut:patient clinic setting.

b. BedENCilL12/Iblabilitiltian - -Program for mentally ill or
substance abusing clients that provide certain basic
opportunities and servicessocialization, evaluation,
training, vocational and educational opportunities, and
advocacyin the ccateact of a supportive &wire:anent in the
community focusing on normalization. Psychosocial
rehabilitation programs emphasize strengthening client
abilities to deal with everyday life instead of focusing an the
treatment of pathological ccnditicra.

c. EgterplzLara=gajiaplaymentSMA2rishgtjAty - Programs
which provide numerative employment for clients with mental
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illness, mental retardation and substance abuse problems as astep in the rehabilitation process for those who cannot be
readily absorbed in the cc petitive labor market. These mayinclude sheltered employment program and specialized
vocational training programs.

d. Adult Develmmantal/Activity Center/Dwelt:mental Div Pro
/or Adults - Programs providing instruction And training for
mentally retarded/developmentally disabled adults (age eighteenor older) in order that they may progress toward independent
functicedig.

e. Edgeltignmemmago - Programs designed to provide education,
recreation, airictmant, and leisure activities. Program; canconsist of daily, weekly, or monthly activities which are
carried out during the ammer and thztughout the year.

f. agsattajmaganaiticmg, aga= Programs Providepaid employment, often at or above minims wage, in a variety
of normal, business or irmlustry- integrated, vetirk settings withjob site training and ongoing support from professional programstaff to facilitate job retention. Those programs serve
individuals with severe disabilities irrespective of age or
vocational potential.' Maniples include Work enclaves and
supported egalopant in ompetitive settings.

AltaxnatinDi - Day sot:Port
alternatives not included in preceding subcategories which
assist clients in locating day support settings and may provide
prxjram staff, follow along, or assistance to the client to
maintain the independent day support arrargement.

5. paddigtiaLardsw Overnight care in conjunction with anintensive treatment or training program in a setting other than ahospital or training center; or overnight care in conjunction with
supervised 1314'4 and other sgpportive services.

a. -Mental"iealth Residential Treats** Centers, such as adolescenttreatment programs; 7:ntezmediate Care Facilities for the
Mentally Retarded (ICF/MR) , which deliver active habilitative
and training services in a community setting; andMedical/Social Detadfication Programs, which are non-
hasetal based and normally last from 3-7 days.

b. Primary Cara - Substance abuse rehabilitation services which
normally last no more than four months, with three to four
Webs as the expected length of stay.

c. 2bgnoutic Community - A substance abuse psychcsccial
therapeutic milieu with an expected stay exceeding four
months.
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Brimme

The State Muncil of Higher Education for Virginia is Virginia's state

agency charged with zazlinating the Commonwealth's public colleges and

universities and providing a variety of other services pertaining to higher

education.

Begmaibilitlas

1. To develop a master plan for Virginia's higher education system and

to conduct other planning activities.

2. To establish guidelines for operating and capital outlay budgets of

the institutions of education and to review and make

recommendations on institutions' budget requests to the Governor

and the General Assembly.

3. To approve changes in institutional missions.

4. To approve any new program proposed by a public

inst'tution.

5. To terminate non-productive degree programs in public

institutions.

6. To approve the enrollment projections of the individual

institutions.

7. Tb grant approval to. in-state private institutions to confer

degrees by level and to approve degree programs and course work

offered in Virginia by cut -of -state institutions.

8. To involve the private and proprietary institutions in the state's

overall planning for postsecondary education.
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9. 'lb administer five statewide student financial assistance programs.

10. TO provide guidelines for determining the domiciliary residence of

students applying for in -state tuition rates.

11. 'lb establish guidelines for patent and copyright policies developed

by the public colleges and universities.

12. TO coordinate the continuing education offerings of the public

institutioms.

SAIngi12223rwoantilstiyitiss

Acukinig

1. Agagjgajg_gmag allows participating students to pay in-
state tuition as part of an arrangement among 14 southern states.
Students studying in eligible undergraduate and graduate programs
outside their home estates qualify for the program.

2. Edms_qmfsmEgamig Security Act provides awards for programs
that improve the skills of elementary and secondary education
teachers.

Zminent_agbaargumsam provides matching funds against the income
from public institutions' enckuments designated by their donors for
attracting and retainer eminent scholars.

4. FUnds for EXcellence is designed to raise the level of excellence
at Virginia's public colleges and universities.

5. ItgbgxEdg=ictijimaisetz provides money to be
allocated among the institutions to lease instructional equipment
through the Virginia 0011ege Building Authority.

6. gAltatarding_noltr_migaizimgm awards money to cutstazYling
faciUrmakexs at Virginia's public and private institutions.

7. EgsjimaLgoirsamjsmia= allows Virginia residents to pay in-
state tuition rates for programs not offered at a Virginia college.
Agreements between the Commonwealth and institutions in other
states are applicable to Virginia residents who want to study
library science, forensic science, forestry, optometry, and
medicine and dentistry (at Maharry University).
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Affirmative Action

1. AN1821MatilinnattMMIZEMIrea230B assists the professional
development of faculty members at Norfolk State and Virginia
Universities. Research leaves, educational leaves and released
time from cusbanary teething duties for up to three years are
funded for faculty members pursuing terminal degrees or doing post-
doctoral research. Rinds also are provided for conferences,
uvrkshcps and symposia in their fields of specialization.

2. gugmealthVigitingjirataxiss assists the public
institutions in recruiting nationally outstanding other-race
professors far one or two -year appointments.

3. LimlefariMgallsna22kcimam promotes the development or
special projects and activities to attract and retain undergraduate
other-race students. Institutions submit recruitment and retention
proposals that emphasize preparing other-race high school students
for college.

4. lagrAntigISVagnoce provides an annual forum for administrators
and faculty to exchange information on retaining students,
particularly black students, aid helping them succeed in college.

5. RftisilarggjosiagtnrsQatugno encourages college juniors
and seniors, particularly black students, to contirmle on to
graduate school after receiving their bachelors' degrees.

6. Summer Program for Undergraduates gives undergraduates,
particularly black students, the opportunity to attend graduate
classes and to prepare for graduate school.

7. yinginjaksitTrarg=n jam as offers academic aryl social
preparation for academically underprepared other race high school
students. Three students who qualify for admission to particular
institutions but have one or more identifiable academic
deficiencies are required to participate in the programs, which
provides tutoring, counseling and instruction in study methods.

8. yitgini&ampreari_ciont2=32 offers full tuition grants to black
college students from two-year institutions to one of
Virginia's 13 traditionally white public senior institutions and to
white students who transfer to either Virginia State University or
Norfolk State University, Virginia's two traditionally black public
institutions.

9. yjDggs contains 380 current resumes of other-race faculty who
ray be considered for faculty and administrative positions at
Virginia public institutions of higher education.
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Ito!!

7. Virginia Plan is a biennial publication which describes Virginia's
system of higher education.

I 9 _ 0- I_ 0_ I t7.01__

Virginia Vie,/ is a career information hotline(800/542-5870) ard

microfiche information delivery system based at Virginia Polytechnic

Institute and State University. It provides information on a) types of

postsecondary programs by schools, b) apprenticeship programs, c) military

training cpportunities, d) postsecondary school descriptices, including

degrees offered by institutions, e) specific occupatiais aril f) assistance
training programs. Zhe materials are available by writing Virginia VIES at

205 Roanoke Street, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061.
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biag2D

The Virginia Community College System functionswithin the educational

community to assure that all individuals in the diverse regicms of the

Como mmalth of Virginia are given a continuing opportunity for the

development and extension of their skills and knowledge through quality

programs and services that are finanrimlly and geographically accessible.

The Virginia Comminity College System, through comprehensive (=amity

colleges, provides leadership in determining and addressing both the needs

of individuals and the economic needs of the colleges' service areas.

Occupational-Technical Education, Transfer Education, Developmental

Studies, Continuing Education, and Canumity Service are the primary

avenues through which the mission is fulfilled. To assure that all students

have the opportunity for success, each college shall provide a comprehensive

program of student development services.

Eligibility

Any person who has a high school diploma or the equivalent, or who is

18 years of age and in any case is able to benefit from a program at a

community college, may be admitted to the college as a regular student, a

special student or a non-curricular student when certain required it have

been received by the Office of Admissions. The college reserves the right

to evaluate special cases and to refuse admission to applicants when

considered in the best interest of the college.
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EOMUNSINLEMMIWNE=

A Virginia resident is one who has been domiciled in, and is and has

been an actual bona fide legal resident of Virginia, for a period of at

least one calendar year prior to the commencement of the term or semester

for whiCh enrollment is desired. Questions concerning residency

requirements should be directed to the college's Coordinator of Admissions

and Records.

ZEITSPig...B22:113121ALIL=tigga

1. Qzaantjaml&ggiztjagjamtign: The occupational and technical
education programs are designed to meet the increasing demand for
technicians, semi-profess:1=ml workers and skilled craftsman for
employment in industry, business, the professions and government.
The curricula that are planned primarily to meet the needs for
workers in thA region being served by the college.

2. ColliggImnamFskatjap The college transfer programs include
college freshman and sophomore courses in arts and sciences and
pre-professional areas for transfer to baccalaureate degree
la-a4rams. Tnese programs are equivalent to those provided in the
four-year degree granting institutions in order to facilitate the
transfer of students from the community colleges to four-year
colleges and universities.

3. Steal gagatign: The programs in general education encompass
cannon lalodedge4 skills, and attitudes needed by each individual
to be effective as a person, a member of a family, a worker, a
consumer and a citizen. General education courses are included as
an integral part of every occupational-technical and college
transferptogram.

4. Sgtinajmidatjgbotjan: Adult education programs are offered
to enable adults in a community college region to pursue lifelong
learning experiences. Continuing education includes both degree
credit and non-degree credit courses and activities offered during
the day and evening hays.

5. Special Training Special training may be provided where
specific job opportunities are available for new or expanding
industries. Special training is coordinated with Virginia's
economic expansion efforts and with the needs of employers.
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6. preggireart_iimgrow These programs are designed to help the
individual develop basic skills and knowledge (primarily math,
engbdi and reading) necessary to succeed in other =immunity
college programs.

7. agreigajazuksigneLandsugamity_svamtos: The facilities and
personnel of each college are available to provide specialized
services to help meet the cultural and educational needs of the
region served by the ccemunity college. These services include
non - classroom and non - credit programs, cultural events, workshops,
meetings, lectures, conferences, seminars and ial coRounity
projects which are designed to provide needed

spec
cultural and

educational opportunities for the citizens of the region.

M21/12Drellamlagentaemigm

1. Qagradjar: As a service to its students and the ccumunity, each
community college maintains a staff of professional counselors in
addition to a system of faculty advisors. The Counseling
Department functions to assist students in making intelligent
decisions regarding their careers, educational, personal or social
plans. As part of this assistance, counselors make available to
students appropriate tests, career and educational resourcesand
information regarding financial assistance, job placement,
transferring and student activities.

2. Tgeting: A comprehensive testing program for students is conducted
by the Counseling Department on each cceeunity college campus.
Some colleges require admissions testing to assist with educational
planning, tut not as a means of determining a student's admission
to the college. In addition, a variety of optional tests are
usually available to interested students for assessing occupational

, personality, aptitude, study skills, reading level and
other areas. Specialized subject tests are sometimes used by
instructors to assist students in evaluating their background
and/or progress in a specific subject area. Same colleges also
serve as testing centers for the College Etrance Examination Board
e.g., SAT, American College Testing Service e.g., ACT, and
occupational certification tests.

4. gzientsitian: Each new student admitted to a community college
certificate, diploma, or degree program is required to complete
orientation, a one credit course designed to assist new students in
becoming bettoramxpaintedwdth college life, so they may take full
advantage of the facilities and services offered by the college.
The community colleges in the VCCS vary in their orientation
activities and requirements. In many cases, specialized
orientation courses are available to help students with special
needs such as study skills, career exploration, etc. Information
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an orientation is available from the COunseling Department at each
=Pus.

5. MadentlingDgjaida: It is the desire of each community college
that no qualified student be denied the privilege of attendance
because of financial need. A variety' of grants, loans, work-study
programs and, in some cases, scholarships are available for
qualified students at all VC community colleges. Students who
desire to apply for financial aid should secure an application from
the college's Financial Aid Officer.

6. Occumaticmal Placement Service: Its main objective is career
counseling and job- hunting assistance for students. In addition,
the college's Placement Officer coordinates opportunities for
employment prior to graduation by maintaining continuous contact
with business, industry, the professions, federal and state goro-
ernments, and the Virginia Employment Commission. Some employers
recruit qualified applicants an campus. Also, the Placement Office
assists students who wish to secure part-time or full-time
employment while attending college and during vacations. Students
who seek part-time work are encouraged to do so with a view to
their future career plans. The experience gained will assist them
in finding permanent and satisfying positions upon completion of
their education.

7. Igingfargainsatra: Counseling assistance is provided to all
community college students planning to transfer to four-year
colleges and universities. Personal academic advising throughout
their community college experience aids the transfer student in
selecting courses necessary to meet freshman and sophomore level
course requirements at four-year institutions. Assistance in
finding information about fourlmear college and university
curricula programs and help with the transfer application process
are also available from all of the community colleges' Counseling
DePartments

8. Majertja2ljadjg: Each community college maintains a graduate
follow -up service. Information is gathered from alumni, concerning
their employment upon graduation, or their academic status if they
have transferred to a senior college or university. This
information, along with evaluation from non-graduates, employers
and community organizations, is used as one means to evaluate
Student Development Services, curricula, specific courses,
facilities, quality of instruction, and to identify alumni, who may
need further assistance with their life plans.

9. An2urricalarjlattritise: Various clubs and other curricular
Activities exist on VCCS campuses. Information about student
activities may be obtained from the Coordinator of Student
Activities at each college. Each community college has an
appropriate program of health, physical education and recreation,
including intramural extramural programs on campus or off
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campus in community facilities. Alumni associations are also
active at many of the colleges.

10. Veterans Assigama: All community ccaleges maintain an Office of
Veterans Affairs for providing services to veterans, active
military perannel and dependents enrolled at the college, and to
veterans in the local area served by the college. Information
regarding eligibility, benefits, and application procedures can be
obtained from the Veterans Affairs Officer at any causality
college.

11. anclia_atiglant_agaiszip Many VOA colleges offer Special
Services to their students. Special Services are normally designed
far students with academic potential who, by reason of a
climb:11112*ml edUcational, cultural or economic bhckground, or
disability are in need of services to assist them to initiate,
oantime,or resume their postseaamirry education, and to enhance
their success in the academic environment. The goal of Special
Services is to assist students in remaining in college and
successfully =plating their programs of study. Special Services
may include tutoring, career counseling, personal counseling,
assistance in Obtaining financial aid, academic counseling,
cultural activities, and individualized assistance as needed.

like Purcell

The intake process for most ccsaunity colleges in Virginia includes the

following dociasm*Alcau

1. Accapleted official application for admission

2. Official transcripts from all high schools, (optional if record is

10 or more years old or student has completed 20 semester or 30

quarter credits in the V or some other accredited college or

university, or high school transcripts are determined to be of no

value for college/or curricular admissions), colleges and

university attended) .

3. Sane colleges may require placement testing as part of their

admissions procedures.

CG
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For all norronmicular students, a completed official application for

admission is required. For etudents with special needs. it ig imperative

that their get an early start - applications should be filed at least sib

weeks before the quarter begins. An early emlicatice will facilitate

setting up the necessary sqpport services so that everything is in place

before the beai_TTs classes.

After the student has filed an application, particularly if she is a

first-time student, she needs to see a Counselor in the counseling office

for her initial intake and assessment. This procedure varies from student

to student, but fundamentally, the counselor meets with the student to

implement the following:

1. Placement tests are sometimes given by the college in basic skill

areas of math, reading and writing; these placement test scores

are used to determine if a student needs any developmental course

work before attempting college level work.

2. A review of the student's high school transcripts, standardized

test scores and information from the student's application is then

undertaken. The more informatics:thee:Went is able to furnish at

the initial review, the more help the counselor can provide.

Students are encouraged to discuss financial aid needs, their

disability, if they work, their goals for a college program and

their career objectives.

3. The next step in the assessment process is the determination of a

curriculum of study, selection of a class schedule and

registration. The student's plans to sl to work immediately after

completing a program of study or pursue a four-year degree will
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determine the need for selecting an occupaticnalitecturical

curriculum or a transfer curriculum. Students who receive

financial aid or support from other agencies must be assigned a

curriculum of study.

I

SMOUWIY901120

1. General Overview: Students should make arranganents with the

college's Dean of Student Development Services or Dean of

Instruction to visit the campus.

2. himaggibility: Students with physical disabilities should assess

the terrain, tuildings, transportation, time needed to travel

between buildings and climate of the area.

3. figclicalamilitio: Anticipate needs and whether college and/or

community can provide adequate medical sezvices.

4. aggedengs: What is the college's history of former students with

disabilities' success in adapting to the environment? Compare

notes with alumni or active students.

5. ggemnitzBefaxam: Does the ccmmunity have resources such as

health, recreation and transportation or does it pose barriers?

6. Residential vs Camutinz Froblegg: What are the implications of

each?

7. Orientation: at information or assistance is provided to new

students?

8. hoggiggiciasdonvnt: at are the programs like? Does the college
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have well rounded services to provide a variety of support and

promote retention?

9. Time Management: What problems will be presented by the 168 hour

week? There are large amounts of available non-class time that

students must fill with student activities, leisure time, work,

studying, etc. What options are there for students with

disabilities?

10. =tam: What are the attitudes of non-disabled students,

faculty and staff?

11. hazazuktign: Does the college have provisions for making college

personnel aware of academic problems that may need continued

attention if the student enrolls/
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The Governor's Employment and Training Departaent promotes the

effective and efficient delivery of employment, training and related

services through the administration and oversight of Job Training

Partnership Act activities and the analysis of related human resources

needs, priorities and programs.

EIMMialD

The purpose of the Job Training Partnership Act is to establish

programs to prepare youth and unskilled adults for entry into the labor

force and to afford job training to those economically disadv-c-taged and

other indivichaalc facing serious barriers to employment who are in special

need of such training to obtainprcek4tiveemployment.

Eligibility

Services funded by the Job Training Partnership Act (...WA.) are for

youth ages 14-21 and adults who are economically disadvantaged. She term

"saccalcadoally disadvantaged" means an individual who: a) received, or is a

neater of a family which receives cash welfare payments under a Federal,

State, or local welfare progaut, b) has, or is a member of a family which

has a total income for the six- month period prior to application for the

program involved (exclusive of unemployment compensation, child support

payments, and welfare payments) which, in relation to family size, was not
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in excess or the higher of: (1) the poverty level determined in accordance

with criteria established by the Director of the Office of Management and

Batet, or (2) 70 percent of the lower living standard income level c) is

receiving food stamps pursuant to the Food Stamp Act of 1977, d) is a foster

child on behalf of whom State or local government payments are made, or e)

in cases permitted by regulations of the secretary, is an adult handicapped

individual whose own income meets the requirowts of clause a) or b), but

who is a member of a family whose incame does not meet such requirements

(P.L. 97-300).

Services

The local Private Industry Council (PIC) determines the service mix for

each Service Delivery Area (SDA). The allowable services may include:

1. Job search assistance

2. job counseling

3. Remedial education and basic skills training

4. Institutional skill training

5. Onrthe-lob training

6. Programs of advanced career training which provide a formal
combination of on-the-job and institutional training and internship
assignmertslAnidh prepare individuals for career employment.

7. slite.!tictilt- .Tpol - , including those
operated by labor organizations or by consortia of private sector
employers utilizing private sector facilities, equipment and
personnel to train workers in occupations for which demand exceeds
supply.

8. =reach to make individuals aware of, and encourage the use of
employment and training services.

9. gpscialized surveys not available through other labor market
information sources.
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10. BxgrampftEgamludubAk=o" and other services to individuals
to help then obtain and retain employment.

11. azortiwmajsm necessery to enable indivirlialc to participate
in the progran and to assist then in retaining employment for not
to exceed six months following completion of training.

U030XELIELADd_E=2UAiDg

13. Education -to -work transition activities

14. Iitengy_toining and bilingual training

15. Work sgEarigme

16. vocational exploration

17. Attajment of certificates of high school equivalency

18. Job development

12.

19. Employment generating activities to increase job opportunities for
individuals in the area

20.

21. Disseminating information on program activities to employers

22. Use of advanced learning technology for education, job preparation
and skills training

23. Development of nob openings

24. On-site industry-specific training
industrial and economic development

25. Falow6-up services with participants
employment

programs supportive of

placed in un-subsidized

26. Coordinated programs with other Federal employment related
activities

27. Needs-based payments necessary to participation in accordance with
a locally developed formula cr procedure

28. *e=gga=1inzg conducted with a commitment by an employer or
group of employers to employ an indiviemal upon successful
completion of that training

29. kcemplaxy yarth

a) education for employment programs
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b) pre-ettployment skills Mining prcgrams

c) entry employment experience programs

d) school-to-work transition assistance program

ItitakREXMag

An applicant for services should call the local JTPA office to make an

appointment for an intake and eligibility interview.

a'
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Mission

The mission of the Virginia Employment Commission is to ensure

employment stabilization in the Commonwealth of Virginia through:

1. Work -ready labor force for Virginia's employers

2. Temporary income protection to involuntarily uremployed workers

3. Labor market and economic information to business, educational

institutions and citizens of the State

Eligibility

United States citizens age 16 years and older

Services

1. Job referral/job placement: applicants are referred on the basis
of skills, knowledge and abilities to relative to job orders listed
with VEC

2. Aptitude testing: applicants are given the General Aptitude Test
Battery (G TB) to measure their potential to perform any job listed
in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles

3. Proficiency testing - clerical fields: typing and shorthand
proficiency tests are given to all applicants seeking employment in
clerical fields

4. Veterans Service - counseling, testing, job referral, placement
(181 days active duty service and all but dishonorable discharge)

5. Dislocated Worker Programs are for individuals who are:

a. unlikely to return to former occupation due to plant closure or
decline of that occupation

b. provide job search, job development, training, supportive
services and relocation
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6. Crioice/Ct>arae Vocational choice sessions to assist the
applicant in making an appropriate vocational choice

7. EgambiliAzt20iWw: Job finding and job keeping skills
training as well as job interview preparation

Special Services

1. 12=gge1eaggntggriim to prepare individuals with disabilities
for employment, including job seeking skills and job development

2. Job raacement for individuals with disabilities who are prepared
for competitive employment

3. Lvje,anotAastrsgaxtj,yge for job modification and
restructuring, including assistance from the Department of
Rehabilitative ;ervices (DRS) staff as needed

4. Referrals for VEC applicants with disabilities who may be in
need of vocationc.? rehabilitation services

5. ob=gg,slsTaxCred VEC determines TJTC eligibility
which will all employers to obtain a tax credit of up to 40
percent of the employee's first $6,000 of wages paid r +41g first
year

Each Local Job Service office has a designated person who is the

representative for persons with disabilities. Listed below are the duties

and responsibilities of the representative:

1. Serves as the liaison between Job Service and other agencies or

organizations who work with persons who have disabilities.

2. Is responsible for keeping the local office staff up to date on any

matter concerning the persons with disabilities.

3. Works with management to see that:

a. Full applications are taken c each applicant

b. The applicant has received all Job Service services that he or

she needs.

4. Attends and is active with organizations and committees who sane
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or advocate improved conditions or services for persons with

disabilities.

The overall policy of Job Service is to treat all applicants equally.

When an applicant has the need for special services, (i.e., he or she is not

job ready, then he or she will be referred to the component that best serves

the applicant's needs). The following services are rendered through Job

Service offices:

1. Qmjllxigrgld*

2. EmplijriVTaing

3. Jot development

4. Referral to service agencies

Intake Process

All applicants for employment services must:

1. Seek out their nearest VEC offIce

2. Register with the office receptionist

3. Complete an application consisting of a group and an

indivirbnl interview
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EIMMion

Vocational rehabilitation services with in the Virginia Department for

the Visually Handicapped provides comprehensive services to relieve or

reduce to the greatest extent possible handicaps caused by severe visual

limitations, blindness, or deaf-blindness with special emphasis on assisting

its clients in attaining useful, productive, and self-sustaining

citizenship.

Rehabilitation services are provided to assist blind and visually

impaired persons in employment; to establish self-esteam; and to prevent,

eliminate, or reduce economic and personal dependency.

Eligibility

A visual disability must exist that constitutes one or more of the

following:

1. Visual acuity of 20/200 or less in the better eye,

distance vision with best correction (legally blind)

2. A field restriction to 20 degrees or less in the better eye

(legally blind),

3. A visual acuity between 20/100 and 20/200 in the better eye,

distance vision with best correction, the inability of the person

to adjust satisfactorily to the loss of vision and the need on the

part of the person for specialized services available through the

department (severely disabled)

4. A field limitation to 30 degrees or less in the better eye combined

with the inability of the person to adjust satisfactorily to the
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loss of vision and the need on the part of the person for

specialized services available through the department (severely

disabled)

5. Night blindness, or a rapidly progressive eye condition. which, in

the opinion of a qualified ophthalmologist, will reduce distance

vision to 20/200 or less in the better eye with correction

6. Where eye treatment and/or surgery are recammended regardless of

visual acuity

Vocational Handicap

The Vocational Rehabilitation (VR) counselor must determine that a

vocational handicap has resulted due to the visual disability. The

disability must be a substantial handicap to employment because of the

limitation imposed, together with any secondary diagnosed disabling

conditions and related factors. The existence of a visual disability alone

does not constitute a vocational handicap nor does it automatically

establish eligibility for VR services. A substantial handicap to employment

exists when the visual disability condition:

1. Interferes with the opportunity for suitable employment

2. Has interfered with the preparation for suitable employment

3. Causes loss of employment

4. Requires special assistance in securing suitable employment or in

performing job duties

5. Causes employment to be in jeopardy

Services may be provided to individuals who are unsuitably employed.

This determination must be based upon a thorough comparison with others
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employed in the same occupation and must be documented. This does not mean

that a person just because he or she is visually impaired and decides to

change jobs, is automatically eligible, The person rust still have a

handicap to employment to meet this criterion.

Feasibility (Reasonable pectation)

The VR counselor must make the determination that there is reasonable

expectation that VR services will benefit the individual in terms of

employability. Employability refers to the determination that VR services

have a high probability of enabling the individual to:

1. the competitive labor market consistent with abilities and

interest

2. Practice a profession

3. Enter self-employment

4. Function as a homemaker using the "ha taker" criteria

established by DVH where the person mu

a. Live alone

b. Take care of another person unable to function as a

homemaker

c. Free another person in the have to obtain employment outside

the home

d. Share the majority of the homemaking responsibilities with

another person in the home

5. Become an unpaid farm or family worker receiving payment in-kind

rattier than in monetary means

6. Function in sheltered employment
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7. Operate a haw industry or perform other gain= hanebotud work

8. Operate a vending stand urrter the Randolph-Shqopard Act

,Pry services

1. Dow Vision Services: Low vision examinations, intended to improve
use/b1 reading vision to persons who cannot read with conventional
glasses, are available by appointment. A follow -up counseling and
training programa in the home is aimed at ensuring that maximum
benefit is gained from the low vision optical aids prescribed.
Clinics are held in Charlottesville, Norfolk, Falls Church,
Richmond, Roanoke and the Bristol areas. Referrals are made by
various programs of the Ager.zy and other interested Jouroes. Low
vision aids and training are also available to school age
youngsters and to trainees at the Rehabilitation Center for the
Blind.

2. Eghabilitation Teachina Sermigga: Rehabilitation teaching is the
process of guiding and instructing a visually handicapped person
through an individualized plan of instruction designed to help him
or her carry out daily activities to maintain or regain his or her
place in the mainstream of society. Individuals receive direct
services from the Rehabilitation Teachers in adjustment counseling,
basic orientation, daily living skills, braille, typing script
writing, homemaking, therapeutic crafts, recreation, and many other
skills to overcome or minimize the effects of their visual
handicap.

3. Social Services: This program offers social services through
local departments of social services under DVH programmatic
supervision. These local welfare agencies offer a wide range of
social services for visually handicapped persons and determine
eligibility of legally blind persons for Medicaid and financial
services. In its liaison role, the DVH Social Services staff
provides training, commltation, service as client advocate and
develops and conducts outreach activities.

4. Vocational Retlabilitato: Complete evaluations,
consisting of eye, ear, and general medical examinations, are
provided, as well as special aptitude and ability tests,
psychological test, work evaluations and vocational exploration.
Vocational counseling and personal adjustment services are
available to clients. Physical restoration eye operations and
hospitalization are a provided to a limited number of individuals.
Training, including on-the-job, vocational, technical, and college,
is made available to qualified persons. Job placement and follow-
up services are given major emphasis.
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5. Volunteer Volunteers provide a wide variety of services
to Department staff and to visually handicapped persons. These
services include, but are not limited to, transportation,
recreation, shopping, friendly visits, telephone assurance,
recording printed material, reading and assisting Agency
professional staff. Volunteers are screened and placed according
to their individual skills and interest. For further information
regarding Volunteer Services, cortact Headquarters or the Regional
Offices.

6. Instmalinalfegg The IMRC, whidh is an
adjunct to the library, supports the Education Services and Vision
Programs. Large print and braille textbooks, as well as
specialized equipment and materials, are supplied to Virginia's
blind and visually impaired children.

7. motion Services: Visually handicapped infants, children and
youth can receive developmental can receive developmental,
educational, vocational and adaptive services in their homes,
schools and local communities. Staff members provide direct
instruction to the child and support/technical assistance to
parents and sdhool personnel. Braille and large print textbooks,
special equipment and teaching materials are available to support
the individual programs prepared for each child.

O. Vending Facilities: Blind and visually handicapped persons are
established in businesses of various kinds, including vending
facilities and snack bars in public and private buildings. The
Agency secures the location, furnishes equipment, initial stock and
operating capital and provides training and supervision for the
operator. The Agency is assisted in this task by Business
Opportunities for the Blind, Inc.

9. Virginia Industries for the Blind - at Charlottesville and
Richmond: A variety of items are produced in both workshops
including trtcms, pillow cases, mattresses, food service caps,
high-jump and pole vault pads, safety vests, mops, writing
irotrurents and many other products. It are sold to federal and
state governments a1i to the public. Many of the workers have
other disabilities in addition to blindness. Work adjustient,
training and employment services are provided to blind and visually
impaired individuals.

10. Virginia Rehabilitation Center for the Blind: The Centnr provides
a program of evaluation, adjustment and prevocational training
which enables clients to learn skills necessary for greater
independence, efficiency and safety on the job, at home and in same
social settings. People come to the Center from all parts of
Virginia and may receive training from one month to a year,
depending on their individual needs for services. Center
counselors, vocational evaluators, rehabilitation instructors,
orientation and mobility specialists and other professionals assist
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410
the .individuals in achieving their personal, social and/or
vocational goals.

Special Services

1. Career Seminar: This program is a biannual event for blind and
visually impaired youth to explore to explore career opportunities,
learn job seeking skills and talk with visually impaired and blind
individuals about their work experiences. The two and one-half day
seminar also includes site visits to local businesses and industry.

2. Summer Adjustment: This program is a concentrated eight week
session held at the Virginia Rehabilitation Center for the Blind in
Richmond, Virginia. During the summer, students develop daily
living and community awareness skills, and participate in
vocational evaluation and career exploration. These young people
also experience living away fran home and have an opportunity to
receive adjustment counseling. Tlatoring is academics is also
%Available to students.

3. Summer Adjustment Program: This program gives high school students
the opportunity to work part-time for private or governmental
(state or federal) businesses in their local area or other areas of
the state and earn a wage. The program provides the student with
work experience and in sane cases leads to permanent or continued
part-time employment.

4. naumPect: Project SaEhR (Stimulate Transition to Employment
through lalcation and Rehabilitation) was a federally funded grant
through the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative
Services. SmIR was funded for the period of October, 1985 through
September, 1987.

The grant has continued to enhance the transition tradition in
the DVH. Through bITER, transitioning policy and procedure was
developed in conjunction with a more open working relationship
between education and rehabilitation professionals both within the
Agency and other services provided within the state. STEER
provided students with equipment and services which they normally
would not be eligible to receive under the current rehabilitation
mandates.

Intake Process

The intake process for the Department for the Visually Handicapped is

as follows:

1. Zile applicant should contact DVH by calling the toll free number (800)

622-2155.
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2. Within 10 days DVH will contact the applicant and arrange an interview.

3. A DVH service provider will conduct an interview, in person, to gather

information and explain the services available to the individual.

4. The applicant may be required to camplete diagnostic examinations to

establish eligibility.

5. One the applicant has been determined eligible for services he/she

will receive a referral.
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The Virginia Department for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing

Mission

The mission of the Virginia Department for the Dea: -rd Hard of Hearing

is to function as a comminication bridge between deaf/hard of hearing people

and hearing people and help provide an environment in which deaf and hard of

hearing Virginians of all ages have an equal opportunity to participate

fully as active, responsible and independent citizens of the Commonwealth.

Eligibility

The Virginia Department for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing (duo is a

state agency under the Office of Human Resources in the Executive

Department. The Department is mandated to serve hearing impairedpersons of

all ages in the Cammnwealth Hearing impaired persons experience hearing

losses ranging from mild to profound.

The range of hearing losses are defined to address the ability to

communicate. The enabling legislation provides these definitions:

1. Deaf persons are those whose hearing is totally impaired or whose

hearing, with or without amplification, is so seriously impaired

that the primary means of receiving spoken communication is through

visual input such as lipreading, sign language, fingerspelling,

reading or writing.

2. Ho/e224L are those whose hearing is impaired to an

extent that makes hearing difficult tut does not preclude the

understarding of spoken oammuniCation t`irough the ear alone, with

or without a hearing aid.
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Services

The following are services provided by the Virginia Department for the
Deaf and Hard of Hearing:

1. Intarmation and Referral Services answer questions about programs
and services available to hearing impaired Virginians from all
sources, and about hearing impairments in general. This
information and referral service is available to all service
providers and individuals, and is accessible to persons with
hearing impairments statewide either by telecommunication devices
for the deaf OMX4 via a toll-free number or on a walk-in basis.

2. Inters atexEim: Since 1978, the Department has been
authorized by the General Assembly to administer a statewide
interpreter service for deaf persons. The Department provides the
follrfaing:

a. Maintains and annually updates a roster of qualified
interpreters; interpreters who are listed are nationally
certified by the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf 011W,
or have passed a state screening by the Virginia Registry of
Interpreters for the Deaf MD);

b. Assigns qualified interpreters to interpret in various
situations on request by service providers and deaf persons;

c. Coordinates payment and pays the cost of interpreting services
where Sect4an 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 or the
Virginians with Disabilities Act of 1985 do not apply;

d. Provides f totersfor
the Deaf for quality assurance screening by contract.

3. Training and Technical Assistance: The Department provides
training and technical assistance statewide to service providers
and the general public about hearing impairments, the needs of
hearing impairedlpeople, and had to make services and programs more
accessible.

4. Advocacy: The Department advocates for the rights and needs of
hearing impaired persons on a case-by-case basis and through the
legislative process. It also monitors state programs serving the
hearing impaired to determine the extent to which promised or
mandated services are delivered.

5. Legislative anation: The Department evaluates
programs serving the hearing impaired and develops recommendations
to the Governor for legislative and administrative changes as
indicated.
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0 6. =mob: Through an intensive networking effort, VDCHH provides
concentrated training and technical assistance to existing service
providers (doctors, regional offices of the Department of
Rehabilitative Services and the Virginia EMployment Commission,
client rights advocates, local welfare departments, hospitals and
others). At the same time, they use the specialized skills of
contracted interpreters with established access to the deaf
communities in the less well served regions in the Commonwealth.
The Department builds linkages between providers and hearing
impaired individuals without relying entirely on the written word
to target all of its client contacts. VDCHH contracted
representatives work through deaf clubs, local school boards,
churches with deaf ministries and key deaf and hard of hearing
individuals to improve access to existing services.

Procedures for Acquiring Interpreter Services

1. The Department requires a five work day notice on interpreter

requests. This period will be waved if any other applicable

administrative waiting period with a basis in law is shown to

apply. These services are based on priority of need and

availability of funds from appropriate sources to pay interpreters.

2. In the event of limited resources and limited interpreters,

priority ranking for coordinating requests is as follows:

a. Emergency (redical,police arrests)

b. Medical (i.e. private doctors, dentists)

c. Legal (i.e. lawyers)

d. Counseling:

- Mental health (i.e. private psydhialtari.st)

- Non - mental health (i.e. AA meetings, Lamaze classes)

e. Emplcyment (i.e. non-DRS client job interviews, employer-

employee disputes)

f. Educational (i.e. parent-teacher conferences when school

refuses to pay)
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g. Conferences and hearings (i.e. public hearings)

3. The Department does not coordinate classroom interpreters or

volunteer interpreters. However, the agency will provide the

client or service provider with a list of contracted interpreters

in his/her area of the state.
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Virginia's Major Transitional Initiatives
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Virginia's Major Transitional Initiatives

IACC

The Interagency Coordinating Council on Delivery of Related Services to

Handicapped Children was established by the 1983 session of the General

Assembly to develop a state plan to meet the related services needs for

handicapped children from birth to 22 years of age. The LNCC has developed

a plan which:

1. Focuses on the most efficient use of resources to meet the needs

and service require] nts of Virginia's handicapped children and

youth

2. Addresses the reduction of service gaps, overlaps and redundancies

across 10 agencies of state government which are involved in

serving school aged handicapped children.

In 1986 the Virginia General Assembly mandated through legislation that

the Interagency Coordinating Council on Delivery of Related Services to

Handicapped Children (IAM) was responsible for "developing a strategy for

meeting the anticipated educational and vocational needs of handicapped

children aged fifteen and over, and for identifying existing barriers to a

successful transition from special education to adult life." (VA Code, 1986)

The IACC has established a subocomittee for the purpose of developing a

state plan for transition services If funds are required, indivichlai

agency contributions will be solicited to carry out the activities of the

subcommittee.

,
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VIT 2 L

Virginia's Integrated Transition Approach Through Leadership is a

coordinated effort of five major state agencies and the Mid-South Regional

Resource Center to Develop an "overall perspective for improved programming

and for more representative involvement in transition through a

comprehensive planning and implementation process." The VITAL team emerged

because professional personnel in Virginia's human service agencies, parents

and representatives from the private sector recognized the transitioning

needs of youth and young adults with disabilities and have initiated a

series of programs and activities to facilitate state interagency planning

efforts. A major activity of the VITAL Team was sponsorship of a state

conference on "Transition Opportunities for Youth and Young Adults with

Disabilities," in October of 1986. The VITAL Team has defined its role and

functica as:

1. Information collcticn

2. Identification of needs of the transitioning population

3. Identification of the barriers to the provision of interagency

transition services

4. Formation of subcommittees for action:

a. Program subcommittee - programs and services that need to be

developed or expanded.

b. Political subcommittee - establishment of services in

localities through agency leadership and advocacy.

The VITAL Team has been supported through funds from the Mid-South

Regional Resource Center, individual agency contributions, and conference

registration fees.
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Project PERT

The Postsecondary Education/Rehabilitation Transition for the Mildly

Mentally Retarded MO and Learning Disabled (ID) Project was initially

developed as a two year Federal model demonstration project. It was

initially funded from October 1, 1984 through September 30, 1986. Because

of Project PERT's success, it has been continued utilizing a funding base

consisting of equal contributions by the Department of Education, Woodrow

Wilson Rehabilitation Center and Community Rehabilitation Services. In

addition Project PERT has been expanded to serve students tram all

disability groups. Project PERT is specifically designed to provide special

education students with the following:

1. Combined transition planning and service implementation through

the resources of the Divisions of Special Education, Vocational

Education, CommaityRehabilitation Services and the Woodrow Wilson

Rehabilitation Center

2. A continuum of vocational programs and services including

vocational evaluation, vocational counseling, work adjustment,

independent living skills development, vocational exploration,

vocational training, job placement and job maintenance services

3. Opportunities to pursue articulated vocational programs which span

secondary and postsecondary school settings

4. Programs which provide for the development of extended career

ladders

5. An educltion/rehabilitation service delivery system which allows

for the smooth transition of students with disabilities tfUu
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secondary schools to postsecondary training or education to

employment, independence and community participation

Project PERT has been implemented in 33 localities across Virginia and

is scheduled to include 12 localities per year for the next four years.
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Project PIAMD ID

The project entitled "Partnership Linking Agencies Concerned with

Employment and Maximizing Employment Networks in Transitioning Youth and

Young Adults with Disabilities" has been approved for funding by the U.S.

Department of Education for the period of July, 1987 through June, 1990.

Project PLACEMENT is a demonstration project which was developed

cooperatively by the Virginia Department of Education, the Virginia

Department of Rehabilitative Services and the Virginia Employment

Commission. The purpose of Project PLACEMENT is to design and demonstrate

an innovative approach and use of existing agency resources to develop

employment opportunities and insure job placement for young adults with dis-

abilities who are job ready and exiting secondary education programs.

Project PLACEMENT focuses on:

1. The establishment of a local and statewide alliance among business,

industry, education, rehabilitation and the state employment

service which provides direct access to employer networks and

facilitates the development of a business-like approach to the

placement of young adults with disabilities into employment

The development of a "hands-on" job- readiness assessment system,

developed cooperatively by Woodrow Wilson Rehabilitation Center and

the DRS Richmond Vocational Evaluation Assessment Center, that is

designed to reliably match individual abilities and skills of

special education students with the requirements of jobs listed by

the Virginia Employment Commission

3. The establishment of local placement teams in the pilot sites which
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will assume responsibility for the placement and follow-up of your

adults with disabilities

4. The development of a computerized, interagency johVperson match

systu

5. The expansion of corporate involvement in the job placement of

young adults with dir abilities
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APPENDIX C

OSERS Definitions of Postsecondary Services

for Federal Reporting Purposes
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The definitions provided by OSERS for the "Report of: A) Handicapped

Children and Youth Exiting the Educational System (1986-87 School Year) ar.d

B) Anticipated Services Needed by These Handicapped Children and Youth

(1987-88 School Year)" are presart(kitelow.

1. CXJIULseling mtLylliftm, including personal adjustnant counseling,
maintaining a counseling relationship throughout a handicapped
individual's program of s=1:1=, and referral necessary to help
handicapped individuals seomermeded services from other agencies.

2. Dias__Ua on voce - .:. .. itation - including
diagnostic and related services incidental to the determination of
eligibility, and the nature and scope of services to be provided

3. Physical and mental restoration services, necessary to correct or
substantially modify a physical or mental condition which is stable
=slowly progressive

4. Vocational and other training services including personal and
vocational adjustment, books, tools, and other training materials

5. Transitional employment including intensive, on -site

placement and tzdining through the use of job coaches or other
special training personnel to assist severely handicapped persons
totecrme employed

6. Placement in suitable employment: Job placement

7. Post-employment services necessary to maintain suitable employment
(this includes ongoing support services necessary to maintain
sevemalyhantlik2waipersons in employment)

8. ilaintelancm, including a handicapped individial's basic living
expenses, such as food, shelter, clothing and other subsistence
expenses which are necessary to support and derive the full benefit
of other services; maintenance also includes support or income or
inane maintenance programs (e.g., SSI, SSDI) or welfare

9. Transportation, including necessary travel and relate expenses
including subsistence during travel )or per diem paymelics in lieu
of subsistence) in connection with transporting handicapped
individuals and their attendants or escorts for the purpose of
supporting and deriving the full benefit of other services being
provided

10. Services to members of a handicanned individnal's family when
necessary to the rehabilitation of the handicapped individual
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11. jilt21L:es that will assist handicapped persons to
perform daily living activities

12. Residential services to maintain indiviciaial c. in residential
facilities

13. Mtgzpreter services and note-taking services for the deaf,
including tactile interpreting for deaf-blind individuals

14. Reader services, rehabilitation teaching services, not-taking
services and orientation and mobility services for the blind

15. Tel sensory and other technological aids and
devices

16. Other goods and services which can reasonably be expected to
benefit a handicapped individual

17. No goods or special services are anticipated to be required by
these individuals moon exit from the educational system
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Mgigr_WrAEAUgg
ACTIVITY I

MPLECMILVMMETONING
Gal: Each LITT member will receive information about transitioning youth

and young adults with disabilities from secondary education to productive

alt lives and why there is a need to develop a statewide system for

transitional services.

Time: 45-60 minutes

Narration: This activity is designed to familiarize the LITT members with

transitioning including: (1) federal and state legislative initiatives, (2)

current laws and (3) the transitional initiatives within the Commonwealth of

Virginia. This activity also highlights the current problens concerning

employment, higher education, independent living, and cammunity

participation for persons who have disabilities and how a statewide system

for transitional services will help resolve these problems.

Materials Needed:

Project war Handbook

Introduction transparencies

Overhead projector

Screen
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Process:

1. Facilitator should be fp.mi 1 ar with the following Project VAST

handbook sections:

a. Introduction, page 1-2

b. The Need for a Ttansition Service Delivery System, pages 3-5

c. Relevance and Importance of the Project Within the Commonwealth

of Virginia, pages 5-12.

2. Each LITT member is given a Project VAST handbook.

3. Using the transparencies the facilitator reviews the above three

S ctions.

Summary: Each LITT member will have been introduced to information about

transitioning.



V PACE

ACTIVITY tr

Goal : Fach LITT meter will receive an overview of Project VAST.

ry* 45-60 mint./-tes

IgNZOtiltre: Ibis activity is designed to provide the LIlT with information

about Project VAST, including; the design, the goal, the objectives, the

SlTT, the LITT, the Advisory committee and the Transition Information

System.

Mggrig*:

Project VAST Handbook

Overview transParencies

Ovethead projector

Screen

PTo-es:

foll1. The facilitator Should become familiar with the ading Project

cf- -

VAST handbodk section:

a. Project Description, pages 13-18

2. Using the transparencies the facilitator reviews the above section

Ste. Eat LITT member Will be introduced to the design, the goal, the

and the transition information systemSTT, the LITT, the advisory committeeTI

of Project VAST.
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mgagT VAST TRAIN PACKAGE

ACTIVITY III

PROJECT MDDEL

Goad: Each LITT member with will became familiar with haw the project VAST

model is implemented at the local level.

Time: 45-60 minutes

Narration: This activity is designed to provide each LITT member with

information on the Project VAST model implementation procedures including:

1. Participant selection

2. LITT formation

3. Student assessment

4. Identifying lead agency

5. Defining LITT members' responsibilities

6. Parent and student recruitment

7. Transitional planning

8. Writing the transitional program

9. Delivery of transitional services

10. Participant tracking and monitoring

11. Project reports

12. Transfer of lead agency

13. Problem solving and mediation procedures

MateriAls:

Project VAST Handbook
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Project Model transparencies

Overhead projector

Screen

Process:

1. The facilitator should become familiar with the following Project

VAS1 handbook section:

a. The Project VAST 'Model page 19-34

2. Using the transparencies, the facilitator reviews the above

sections

Summary: Each LIT2 member will gain a basic understanding of how the

project VAST =dbl is implemented at the local level.



PROTECT VAST 'MINING PACKAGE

ACTIVITY IV

THE PHILOSOPHY GAME

goll Each =member will have an opportunity to share information abit

the agency they represent and learn about the other agencies participating

in the project.

TiMA: 60 minutes

Narrations This activity is designed to provide each LITT member with an

opportunity to share information about the agency they represent and to

provide a means for the LILT members to learn about the other agencies

participating in Project VAST. This activity demonstrates how agencies

serve a variety of populations, have different clients and/or customers,

have different missions and eligibility criteria, and have diverse employee

performance evaluation systems. For example, although employment

commissions are in the business of helping people find jobs, equally

important. is serving employers. Anther example is that whereas the

vocational rehabilitation serves persons who have disabilities, there has to

be reasonable expectation that those persons will gain employment and/or

independence as a result of the services provided.

Materials:

Flip chart

Marker
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1. The facilitator writes the following rules on the flip chart:

a. In less than 5 minutes answe-_- all of the following questions:

b. What is your agency's migcion?

c, Who is your number one client?

d. What is the eligibility criteria for services in your agency?

e. What are the services that your agency provides?

f. How are you evaluated?

2. Each umber is given no more than five minutes to answer the above

questions.

3. At the end of each presentation other LIT members are encouraged

to ask questions.

Summary: Through this exercise each LITT member will learn about the other

agencies participating in Project VAST.
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ACITVITY V

TEAM WILDING

Goal: The LILT will develop its; ability to work as a team.

Ti:mg 60-90 minutes

Narration: This activity is designed to provide ma members with

information about how they interact with others in a work group. This

information will be used to enhance their ability to work as team members.

Materials:

- for each LITT member

Inventory booklet for each LITT member

Manual of Administration and Interpretation for the Strength Deployment

Inmantga

Plotting Aid Slide

Slide projector

Pencils

Straight edgy

1Strength Deployment Inventory (or, any inventory title of abbreviation
such as SDI) is a registared trademark of Personal Strengths Publishing,
Inc. Elias H. Porter is the author and copyright owner. P. 0. Box 397
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272-0397. (213) 454-5915.
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ITLIONSO

1. Facilitator(s) should become familiar with the 5...LL1qpient

Inynntgry (SDI) prior to the LIT training.

2. Facilitator(s) administer the SDI following the directions in the

manual.

3. Facilitator(s) allow ample time for each member to craplete the

inventory.

4. Facilitator(s) provide step by step instructions for plotting the

scores.

5. When necessary, facilitator(s) provide nembers with individual

assistance for plotting scores.

6. Facilitators provide interpretation of scores to each member

following guide lines outlined in the manual.

7. Facilitators start a discussion about different working styles and

how to give a team member information in a manner so they can best

understand it.

Summa: Through this activity Lur members become aware of theirs' and

others' working styles, during both times of team cohesiveness and times of

conflict. They learn hwy./ to the relate better to others and haw to utilize

this information to function as productive team members.



Moncr VAST TRAINING PACKAGE

Acrivrry VI

CASE STUDIES

gol: Practice and demcmtcrate the process of Transitional Program

Planning.

Tim: 2 hours

Narration: To learn how the LITT functions while developing transitional

programs, each member will have the cpportunity to role play transitional

planning meetings including:

1. The early planning meeting, wherein participant information is

reviewed to determine if any additional information or assessments

are needed

2. LITT expansion, wherein additional agencies that can provide

services, the participants and their parent are added to the LITT

3. Transitional Program planning, wherein the reorganized LITT will

assist the participant to establish goals for employment,

independence and cammunity participation

4. Planning the services necimuulrto achieve transition, wherein LITT

members will be assigned roles and act out the transition process.

The players will sit at a table between the other LITT members

(fishbowl style). Once the LT= case study has been completed, the

remaining members will provide feedback.
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Case studies (see appendix)

Process:

1. Read case study

2. Facilitator assigns roles to uTr members

3. urr members act out transitional planning including:

a. deteradrdrig any additional assessmatts

b. expanding LITT to include the participant, their parent, ai

any additional adult service agency representative who can

provide resources to meet the participant's transitional needs

C4 establishing participant goals in the areas of emplcyment,

independence and community participation

d. planning the transition services necessary to achieve the

participant's goals

4. Nonparticipating =members provide feedback.

5. Repeat the process utilizing another case study and assign new

members to role play the transitional planning team.

Summary: Through this activity each L1TT member will learn the process of

transitional planning as part of the Project VAST model.



PIEITECT VASE

CASE SLUM I

WWI

249tOZUDdIDIOM4tig.DI

Lynn is a 17 year old single female, enrolled in the 10th grade general

studies curriculum. She has had no vocational education classes. She has

cerebral palsy, whidh results in poor motor coordinatical. She utilizes a

laboredmotorized wheeler for mobility. Her speedh is red but

urderstandable.

gig---YAAGg21-1

lives at home with both natural parents and two siblings. HerLynn

older sister is attending community college and her younger brother is in

the eighth grade. She also has an older brother who attends college. Her

parents have beer. actively involved in Lynn's educa tional needs. Her _ather

is an assistant manager at a local bank and her mother works part-time in a

catering business. The combine family income ranges from $34,000 to

$37,000 per year.

is in the 10th grade and enrolled in acadamic classes. Her gradesLynn

at the end of the most recent report period are as follcws:

English

Biology

Algebra

History

A

C

B

A
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physical Education

Art A

Lynn has maintained average to above average grades. She utilizes a

typewriter for written assignments and requires additional time to complete

exams. She shows an interest in history and painting. One of her paintings

received a second place ribbon in last year's student art show. She is a

reporter for the student newspaper and a member of the student council.

Lynn enjoys reading and painting. She goes with her friends to movies

and tcwling. During the summer uonths she enjoys swimming at the

neighborhood pool.

Vocational History:

Lynn has never held a job but has done light bookkeeping for the

L...berimbusiness that employs her mother.

Independent

Lynn is able to perZorm all personal hygiene and grooming functions

independently. She is dependent on others for transportation. She is

reqxxxdbae for the upkeep of her roam and helps whenever possible with

housekeeping. Lynn can prepare her own meals.
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ggrffft20Evaluation

School physical therapists reccurend that Lynn be fitted for a new

wheelchair with a body mold to improve her posture and upper body

coordination.
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MOM= vAsr

CASESIUDYII

SIEVE

Back Ground Information:

Steve is a 19 year old male who has moderate mental retardation. He is

in the 11th grade. He is enrolled in special education classes and has

taken vocational exploration classes.

Social History:

Steve lives in a house trailer with his mother, younger sister and older

brother. His brother did not finish school and is currently employed as a

mechanic and gas station attendant. His sister attends middle school and is

enrolled in general studies classes. Steve and his siblings visit with

their father once a month. Steve's matherwrks as a sales clerk in a local

department store. The family income is approximately $17,000, which

includes the child support from Steve's father and his brother's pay.

Steve's mother indicates that she has trouble controlling Steve's behavior

attune and that he often picks on his little sister.

IdgOti2MgiUgAnai

Steve is placed in special education classes, and is mainstreamed into a

regular physical education class. He has taken vocational exploration

classes and has showed interest in basic shop and small engine repair.

Steve is often disruptive and nonccupliant in class. He has outbursts most

days that last approximately ten to fifteen minutes. He requires structure

and guidance to complete his assignments, and seems frustrated with school.



Lgimmigtlyitiesi

Steve enjoys watching television at home. He also enjoys playing

football with the other children in his neighborhood. Steve enjoys swimming

and horseback riding at summer camp. Steve often goes with friends to the

shopping mall to play pialR11 and arcade games.

Vocational History:

Steve has not had any jobs but has mowed lawns and performed other yard

work for neighbors. He has also helped his brother with minor car engine

repairs.

IEgkEgEgitIALLAY1X91

Steve's personal hygiene and grooming are poor. He often attends school

without bathing and in dirty clothing. His mother reports that she does not

like Steve to cook becaus _ she is afraid he will burn himself. She also

cleans his roan.

Current Evaluation Results:

WISC-R: Verbal = 52 Performance = 58 Full. Scale = 55

Reading Recognition = 3.4 Reading Camprehension = 2.9

Math = 2 Spelling = 2.4 General Information = 4.3

Total = 3.5
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NEUECT VAST

CASE STUDY 3=

MICHAEL

ggligiM3CUlt11231:.

Michael is a 20 year old male who has low vision (legally blind) and

has an emotional disability. He is enrolled in 12th grade special education

classes and has had no vocational education classes. Michael has difficulty

in school and is often sent home. Although Michael was taught how to use a

guide cane he often needs to be guided by another person because of his fear

of walking into objects.

Social History:

Michael lives at hame with both natural parents and a younger brother.

His older sister is married and living in another state. Michael's younger

brother is enrolled in special education classes at a local elementary

school. Michael's father is a self-employed consultant in the field of

public relations. His mother is employed part-time as a sales clerk at a

local drug store. The family income is approximately $31,000 per year.

Both of Michael's parents are actively involved in the development of his

IEP and educational programing. They are very concerned about Michael's

welfare and future. They are troubled by their son's emotional problem.

Eitlati2ELLIO=Y1

Michael requires the assistance of the resource teacher to benefit

from his educational program. He utilizes a hand held magnifying glass to

aid in reading and requires large print textbooks. He has not learned the



braille alphabet. Mile at school, he often appears anxious and has trouble

distinguishing reality from fiction. These difficulties interfere with his

ability to learn.

Leirre_actiAttMi

Michael atteix3s an after school program run by a local United Way

Agency. While there he engages in activities such as °await:sr group

outings to the park and listens to stories and music. At home Michael

listens to music and recorded stories. He also likes to watch television.

Vocation al History:

riichael has no work history.

Independent Living:

Michael perforns most personal hygiene and groaning skills indep-

endently; however, he is unable to shave without assistance. He is not

allowed to cook at home. He is responsible for cleaning his own roan but

does not do so. Michael is unwilling to travel independently because of his

fear of walking into objects.

=2mttfte2triogical Evaluation Results:

WISC-R

Scores of May 1986 indicate intellectual functioning in the lower

normal range.

Readthg = 4.5 Math = 4.2

Psyc o1c &.a1 interview:
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Results of a May 1986 interview with the school psychologist
.indicz.te that Michael is anxious and has difficulties

distinguishing reality from fantasy. He believes that cartoon

characters are real persons. He experiences anxiety when having

to travel alone and when in craixied areas.



NCO= VASII

CASE STUDY IV

IDEBRA

Debra is a 17 year old female, enrolled in 11th grade. She receives

instructional assistance from the resource teacher for the deaf. She has

had no vocational education classes. Debra has a hearing loss which is

partially corrected win. hearing aids worn in both ears. She ccamtmicates

utilizing American Sign Language. Debra is shy and does not associate with

her peers.

Debra lives with her father, step-mother and sister. Debra's sister

is enrolled in 12th grade and plans on attending college next fall. Her

father is an auto mechanic, and her mother works as a legal secretary. The

ombined family income is approximately $39,000 to $43,000 per year.

Rducatimal History:

Debra is in the low.- normal intellectual functioning range. She has

fair reading comprehension, math, writing and spelling skills. Her language

and oral skills are poor. She has no involvement in school activities.

LaigaraActivities:

Debra enjoys cooking, sewing and watching television. She does not

have many friends, but is close to her sister. She helps her stepmother in
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the garden and goes on vacations with her family. (See attached Leisure

Assessment.)

Vocati History:

Debra has not had any jobs but earns spending money by doing chores at

hone.

IDMONXkffALLIAMal

Debra is able to perform all hygiene and groaning skills independently

and has a pleasant appearance. She prepares her own meals and often cooks

for the family. She keeps her own roan clean and is also responsible

chores around the house. She purchases her own clothing with money she

earns doing chores at home. See attached Living Skills Check List

All evaluations administered were modified for the hearing impaired.

Mien the evaluation could not be modified, an interpreter was used.

WISC-:B. Results indicate intellectual functioning in the lower-normal

range.

FIAT Math = 6.8 Reading Comprehension = 3.1

Reading Recognition = 6.5 Spelling = 7.2

General Information = 4.0

Vocational

following evaluations were administered at the local high school

September 19-23, 1987.
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410
SZTO:

Test results showed average motor coordination and manual

dexterity. Interest Checklist references were: (1) Business

management, (2) Nursing care, (3) Child care (4) Cashier, (5)

Sewing, and (6) Food service.

No occupational aptitudes were demonstrated.

22Hing:

The sewing evaluation area was completed with good results. She

was able to control the standard domestic machine through the use

of a foot pedal, learn the threading process and complete accurate

practice samples with a minimum of supervision. Debra was able to

sew a variety of seams without difficulty. She was able to

pe_form all hand sewing task. She was able to pin and prepare a

simple pattern. She was able to construct a garment without

difficulty. Based on her performance, she is recommended for

training in the area of Mender and Sewing machine operator.

gbild Care:

Debra had some difficulty reading the therraneter. She was able

to follow the procedures for giving the baby a bath. Debra

demonstrated vocational potential in this area. There were sane

reservations about her academic skills relevant to child care

ccapetencycxapleticn.

Foca Service:

Debra was able to follow simple recipes without difficulty. She

was able t. measure accurately. She prepared salads and
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beverages. Debra's performance indicates that she would be a good

candidate for food service training.

2talierjrEiLsalliSgrfilM:
Debra had difficulty catputing the sale, tax for amounts not sham

on the tax chart but had no difficulty making rilan-Je. She w's

able to use the calculator satisfactorily. The results of the
Minnesota Clerical. Test indicated average speed and accuracy. She

also deuxxstrated average speed and accuracy on the number filing

evaluation. She filed letters with above average accuracy. She

performed below average on math skills. Debra demonstrated

marginal potential for occupations in cashiering and clerical

areas.

23SISOIXI

Debra shows vocational potential in the areas of child care

worker, industrial sewing machine operator and food service
helper. Instructions were given in American Sign Language because

of her hearing impairment. She was co perative through the
evaluation period and was prompt for appointments. Her general

attitude, appearance and work behaviors were positive. She had

difficulty, at times, receiving instructions but did ask for

assistance when it was appropriate to do so.



PRIMEUM VAST

LEISUBEIRECRENTIORMOMM SE= AMSSMENT

1. In what leisure, recreational and social activities does the Student

currently engage? These activities could include but are not limited

to: table/card games, painting, drawing, watdiing television, going to

plays, going to sporting events, going to the movies, playing sports,

winning, bowling, jogging, collecting stamps or dolls, civic or club

activities.

2. In what setting does the student engage in this activity? The setting

could be at home, out of doors, at school or at a community facility.

3. With wham does the student perform this activity? The activity could

be performed with family members, peers with disabilities, peers

without disabilities, teachers, other professionals or independently.

4. That level of physical involvement is required of the student to

perform the activity? Does the activity require no physical

involvement (spectator), fine motor skills or gross motor skills?

5. How frequently does the student perform this activity? Does the

student participate in this activity less than once per month, once a

month, twice a month, once a 'reek or more than once a week?



Participant's name Debra

Activity Setting Others Physical
Involvement

Frequency

Ind ependently Fine Motor 'Nice/Week

Sewing Independently

Watching TV Mane Family

Gardening Outdoors Family/Mother

Fine Motor Once/Month

Passive Daily

Grces Motor Seas:nal/B./ice/

Week
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= Yes

LIN11143 SKELLS auncrasr*

Date: 1/12/88 Completed by: BMP
N = No U = Unknown

PERSCNAL HIGIENE/GRMIENG Y N U

1. Washes hands

2. Washes hair

3. Washes body

4. Uses deodorant

5. Ccebs/brushes hair
I

6. Brushes teeth

7. Shaves using razor (electric or straight e4e) X

8. Cleans/clips fingernails ai toenails X

9. (Female) Handles feminine h2giene X

10. Uses kleenex/hancacerchief X

11. Wears clean clothes X

12. Wears clothes that fit and are in good repair X

HCUSEKEEPING

1. Dry mops/sweeps floor X

2. Wet mops floor X

3. Cleans bathroom X

4.

5.

Washes dishes
a. Uses sink X

b. Uses dishwater . X

Dries dishes X

6. Stores dishes/pans/utensils in proper place X

7. Cleans counter /table X
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8. Disposes of garbage in garbage disposal or garbage
ccntainer X

IAUNEFEVCICUEDG CARE Y N U

1. Sorts clothes (light/white, dark/colored) X

2. Uses regular washer X

3. Uses regular dryer X

4. Folds/hangs clothes X

5. Mands clothes (buttons, hens, seams) X

TIME

1. Distinguishes units of time
a. day/night X

b. morning/evening/afternoon X

2. Distinguishes a.m./p.m. X

3. Distinguishes workdays/non-workdays X

4. Tells time by hour and 1/2 hour X

5. Sets/uses alarm clock X

6. Arrives on time: meals, work, appointments X

7. Identifies date: day, month, year X

8. Identifies number of days in week X

9. Uses calendar X

10. Estimates araint of time to do task
a. cleaning X

b. shopping X

c. cooking X

d. leisure activity X

e. shower/bath X

f. walk to mall X
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Y N U

1. Recognizes rumerals:
a. 0 to 12 X

b. above 12 X

2. Copies numerals:
a. 0 to 12 X

b. above 12 X

3. Monts ejects:
a. 0 to 12 X

b. above 12 X

4. Uses calculate to add, subtract, multiply, divide

lb.

X

5. Uses measuring cups and spocas X

6. Uses a ruler and tape measure X

ism TIll

1. Writes /copies full name in manuscript or cursive X

2. Writes/copies:
a. Address x

b. Social Security Number X

c. Telephone number X

d. Date of birth X

3. Writes/ccpies sentences/letters X

4. Addresses envelope X

5. Mails letter x

6. Fills it job application X

MONEY

1. Gives correct coin amounts for:
a. five cents x

b. ten cents x
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MCVEY, CafrINUED Y N U

c. fifteen cents X

d. twenty five cents X

e. fifty cents X

2. Uses coins/coin combinations for:
a. food at lunch time X

b. pop machine X

c. snack machine X

d. pay telephone X

3. Identifies/gives correct bill(s) for:
a. one dollar X

b. five dollars X

c. ten dollars X

4. Uses concept of more than/less than X

5. Estimates cost of purctiase X

6. Uses checkbook X

7. Carries own money/Performs cash transactions/
Waits for change if necessary X

READING

1. Reads own name X

2. Reads important signs/functional words X

3. Reads newspaper:
a. locates want ads X

b. uses want ads to find job X

PERSONAI/SOCIAL SKILLS

1. Carries identification (I.D.)

2. Responds when spoken to
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PERSCNAIVSOCIAL SEMIS, CCNITINUED Y N U

3.icates basic needs: verbally, ncnverbally

. Camunicates full name: verbally, using I.D.
written

5. Caammicates address, r&me number: verbally,
using I.D., written X

6. Camaurri.cates school or place of work; verbally,
using I.D., written X

7. Uses others' names when interacting

8. Uses please, thank ycu, etc. X

9. Expresses anger in acceptable manner X

10. Expresses fear in acceptable mariner

11. Expresses affection in acceptable manner:
same sex, opposite sex

12. Expresses dislike in acceptable manner X

13. Apologizes X

14. Initiates interactions with:
a. staff

b. peers X

c. visitors X

d. sales persons/waitresses

15. Converses with:
a. staff

b. peers X

c. visitors X

16. Refrains fran talking to strangers unless necessary

17. Uses telephone

18. Answers door in acceptable manner
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PERSCVAISOCIAL SEIM% CONTINUED Y N U

19. Practices acceptable mariners in/at:
a. restaurant X

b. theater/spectator event X

c. party/dance X

d. church X

e. doctor X

f. dentist X

20. Practices acceptable manners as:
a. custamer X

b. guest X

c. host X

21. Demonstrates a complying attitade:
a. follows directions firm staff

b. follows activity schedule

c. performs duties

d. works on training objectives

22. Demonstrates trustworthiness:
a. conduct can be trusted in unsupervised situations

b. tells the truth

c. takes responsibility for personal actions and
decisions

d. asks permission to use other's possessions/things

23. Accepts/adjusts to situations that are contrary to
own will or desire

24. Abides by decisions

25. Accepts/adjusts to staff changes
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PERSCIRRIAXXIIMS3IILS, CONTINUED Y N U

26. Accepts/adjusts to novel situations: visitors,
schedule change X

27. Uses acceptable table manners X

28. Ehgages in a passive activity: TV, radio, stereo,
movie X

29. Edges in solitary game X

30. Ehgages in games with others X

31. Engages in hobby/craft activity X

32. Ehgages in active socialization with friends,
family, groups, parties, members of opposite sex,
social clubs X

FOOD PREPARATICN/COOKENG

1. Identifies kitchen utensils/cookware:
table knife, spoon, fork, can opener, turner/
spatula, sharp knife, measuring cup/spoons,
scrapper, soup ladle, pot holder/mit, hot pad,
napkin, cheese slicer, fry pan, saucepan, broiler
pan, cake pan, pizza pan, cookie sheet, toaster

2. Identifies dishes:

plate, cup, cereal bowl, soup bowl, mixing bowl,
glass, cup, saucer, salt/pepper shaker, sugar
bowl, platter

3. Identifies appliances, etc.
stove, oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, cupboerd,
table, chair, sink, freezer

MOBILITY

1. Walks X

2. Rides bicycle X

3. Rides city bus X

4. Rides bus to another city X





I

HEAME/SAFI3rY, CCUIINUED Y N U

g. poisoning/overdose X

h. animal bite X

3. Takes medication X

4. Refills prescription X

5. Reports/handles seizius

6. Uses telephone to call in sick

7. Recognizes importance of not combining alcohol
and medication

8. Has basic understanding of human sexuality/
sex education X

9. Follows fire drill instructions X

10. Follows other disaster instrwtions X

11. Wears safety goggles when operating power tools

CCHEM'S:

Adapted frcel II_SINgtlei,D2L_EMIMti21kialf Sioux
Vocational School, Materials Development Center, Stout Vocational
Rehabilitation Institute, University of Wisconsin - Stout, Menomonie
Wisconsin.
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VTRACK Main Menu
copyright (c) 1988

Commonwealth of Virginia
Department of Information Technology
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*--- Data Entry Selections ---*
Fl Personal Information
F2 Referral Information

*---- Administrator Selections ----*
Shift-Fl Maintain Authorized Users
Shift-F2 System Configuration

F3 Tranmition Team Membership Shift-F3 Reconstruct Indices
F4 Program Information Shift-F4 Transfer Records
F5 Assessment Information ShiftF5 Receive Records
F6 Health Information
F7 Participant Note Pad

F10 Log Off VTRACK System

Press the Function Key which Matches the Desired Screen
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'VTRACK

Ott Nam"

Persona/ Information for 05/13/88

First Name S.S. Number Sex Race Marital

Street Address City ST Zip Code Phone Number

*--- Disabilities ---* Sev. Siblings Dependants Birth Date Enroll Date

Parent's Last Name First Name Title Home Phone ## Work Phone #$

Relative's Last Name First Name Relationship Phone Number

Advisor
HS Name
HS Address
Comments

Reporter

Phone Number
City ST Zip Code

Phone Number Key Date

Participant Referral Information for

Living Arrangements Educ. Status Sped Placement Grade Level G.P.A SAT

Educational Goals Est. Compl. Date Behavior Motivation Financial Support

Reading Mathematics Spelling Language
Level Test Date Level Test Date Level Test Date Level Test Date

Current Enrollment in Vocational Education Programs

Vocational Education Program Completions

Work Experience

Comments

Reporter Phone Number Key Date



VTRACK Transition Program for

** Goals for Participant
iQC. Ed. Education
Ind Living Community

!*: Begin Dates End Datt...; Plan Cos'Service Plan__LAgency Est Act Est Act Outcome Es Ac*

Comments

Reporter Phone Number Key Date

WRACK Transistion Team Membership for 05/13/88

1.
Member's Name Agency Begin End Phon, Number

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
.
6.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

16.

COMMENTS

Reporter Phone Number Key Date



VTRACK Assessment Information Summary for

Vocational Assessment
Location
Interests
Potential
Work Assests
Work Deficits

Comments - 41=.

Independent Living Assessment

Skills
Deficits
Community Act.

Comments

Reporter Phone Number Key Date

Date

05/13/88

CK Health Information for 05/13/38

Relevant Health Information

Medical Alert. Information

Medications

Source of Information Date of Examination

Reporter Phone Number .Key Date
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Dear

Your son/daughter has been selected to participate in Project VAST.
VAST stands borItiminia's roach to Services for Transitioning Youth and
Young Adults with Disabilities. The Virginia Department of Education is
working in cooperation with nine other state agencies to plan for and
provide the services your child will need to attain higher education or
training, euplcyment and indmendWnce after completing high school.
Enclosed is a brochure containing more information about Project VAST.

You and your child will have an opportunity to net with school
personnel and representatives from caraunity service agencies to plan for
your child's future.

Information about your child will be kept confidential and shared only
with those adult service agencies that you sign releases for.

If you would like your child to receive the benefit of the combined
resources available through the ten agencies cooperating in Project VAST,
please complete, sign and return the enclosed consent and release of
information form in the enclosedselfaddrvssed stamped envelope.

closures

Sincerely,
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Dear (parent's name),

Cangratulations! Your scn/danghter (name) , has been nctainated by our
staff to participate in Project VAST. Project VAST is a federally funded
project designed to assist youth with disabilities in making the transition
£r high school to productive adult life. The acronym stands for
"Virginia's Approach to Services far Transiticning Youth and Young Adults
with Disabilities". The Virginia Department of Education is working in
ccxpecation with nine other state agencies to plan for and provide the
services that your child may need in order to attain postsecondary education
ar training, work, and independence. Zhe canbined rescurces available
thrcugh these adult service agencies cculd have a positive impact on ycur
child's future.

We are planning an orientation meeting that will be held at (location)
on (date) fraa to . More information about Project VAST
will be explained at the orientation meeting. Other students that have been
selected to participate in Project VAST along with their parents will also
be attending the meeting. If you can not attend this meeting please notify
me via telephone at (phone nurber) by (date) so that other arrangements can
be made.

We encourage your participation in the orientation meeting so that you
can learn how your child will benefit fray participating in Project VAST. I
look forward to meeting with you on

Sincerely,



PROTECT VAST

PARENEAL =ism AND RELEASE OF INRIZIATICH FORM

I give permission for my child
S.S. - - , to be enrolled in Virginia's
Approach to Services for Transitioning Youth and Young Adults with
Disabilities Project (Project VAST), and to participate in the activities of
Project VAST. I give permission to The Virginia Department of Education to
share medical reports, psychological reports, social histories, financial
statements, Individualized Education Programs, annual review reports,
criminal and school records, behavioral assessments, physical, speech, and
cccupational therapy reports; and vocational, inivardamt living and
recreational evaluation concerning my child between and among the agencies
and program as indicated below, and until such time as I or my child
terminates participation in Project VAST. I understand that at any time, I
may revoke my omsent to allow my child to participate, and/or share
information about my child. I fully realize that I may be required to
provide all cost for my child's postsecondary training, education or other
services and resources.

Information about my child may be shared with the agencies listed belay
which I have designated by my initials on a need to know basis:

yes no

Virginia Department of Education

Virginia Department of Rehabilitative Services

Virginia Department for the Visually Handicapped

Virginia Department for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing

Virginia DeparbeentofMntal Health, Mental Retardation and
Substance Abuse Services and their =amity service board
subsidiaries and subcontractors, , area
office.

Two and Four year Colleges and Universities in Virginia,
, (name of institution).

Virginia Employment Commission,
area office.

Job Training and Partnership Administration agencies in Virginia
and their subsidiaries and subcontractors,

,area office.

The Virginia Comnanity College System and all community colleges
in Virginia, including

, (name of
institution) .
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yes no

PAR1ZNML CONSENT AND RELEASE OF INFORMTICN FORM

The demonstration project entitled, "Virginia's Aaproach to
zervices for Transitioning Youth and Young Adults with
Disabilities" (Project VAST) which is administered by the
Virginia Department of Education.

Virginia Department for the Rights of the Disabled.

other

Date

Date

Signature of Parent of Guardian

Project VAST Representative

Title



PRA7ECT VAST
PARTICIPANT CONSENT AND RELEASE OF INFORMATION FORM

I , S.S.#
D.O.B. Mb MO consent to be enrolled in Virginia's Approach To
2ervices for 2'ransitioning Youth and Young Adults with Disabilities Project
(Project VAST), and to participate in the activities of Project VAST. In
addition I give permission to the Virginia Department of Education to share
medical reports, psychological reports, social histories, financial
statements, Individualized Education Programs, annual review reports,
criminal and sthool records; behavioral assessments, physical, oompational
and speech therapy reports; and vocational, independent living and
recreational evaluations concerning me between and among the agencies and
programs as indicated below, aid until such time as I terminate
participation in Project VAST. I urxierstand that at any time I may 'withdraw
from Project VAST and revoke my permission to share information about me. I
fully realize that I may be rewired to share cost for my postsecondary
training, education or other services or resources.

Information about me my be shared with the agencies listed below
which I have designated by my initiAlc on a need to know basis:

yes no

=1*

Virginia Department of Education

Virginia Department of Rehabilitative Services

Virginia Department for the Visually Handicapped

Virginia Department for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing

Virginia Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and
Substance Abuse Services and their community service board
subsidiaries and subcontractors, , area office.

Two and Four Year Colleges and Universities, including

, (name of institution).

Virginia Ernployment Commission, area office.

Job Training and Partnership Administration agencies in Virginia
and their subsidiaries and contractors,
area office.

Virginia amity College System and all connunity colleges in
Virginia, including
(mane of institution) .
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mgaMMI10

PROJECr war
PAPTICIPANT comic AND RELEASE OF INPOINATION FORel

The dexanstration pro:iect entitled, "Virginia's Approach To
Services for Transitioning Ycuth and Ycvw+r Waits with
Disabilities" (Project VAST) which is administered by the
Virginia Department of Educaticau

The Virginia Department of the Rights for the Disabled

or.
I consent to have information shared with my parents as indicated:

Yes no
,... mother

father

Date

Date

Signature of Participant

Project VAST Representative

Titl.a.
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PROJECT 'VAST

STUDENT SEIECTION

ID# Age_ Sex Race

Family Economic Status: Lay Average High

Years from Graduation I.Q.

High school diploma IEP diplana

Grade level equivalency: reading math written language

Disability:
Primary:
Seccadary:
Other:
Severely disabled: Yes No ...=

Parental Support/Involvement:aid Average High

Student Motivational Level: Icw Average High

Student behavior:

Drop Out? Yes No

Involved in Other 'Transition Projects? Yes No

Enrolled in Special. Education? Yes No

Check Agencies That Corid Possibly Provide Transitional Services:

Special Education DPS

ocational Education VDCHE

Adult Education DW

Canalnity Colleges MHMRSAS

Four Year Colleges VEC

JTPA Other
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GRAEUATICN:
'YR
2YR
3YR

AGE: 15
16
17
18,
19
20

21,
SEX:FEMALE

MALE
RACE:

CZLICASIAN
mat
HISPANIC
NATIVE AMERICAN
AIMAN NATIVE
ASIAN CR
PACIFIC ISLANDER
OMR

=KWIC STATUS:
HIGH

MEDIUM
LCW

SPECIAL ED
mop our
DISABILITY:

MR
CP

ED
ID
or
VI
HI
MD
SI
DB

SEVERELEY DISABLED
AGENCEES MAY UTILIZE:

MESAS (CSB)
DRS
DWI
ADULT ED

VCCS
4 YEAR 03IL

JTPA
VEC

STUDENr SELECTICti

I..
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TRANSITION HICGRAM GUIDE

Name: Last First Sex

Date of Birth: ___/_/ Social Security No. - -
Primary' Disability Secondary Disability

Name of Schcol

Curriculum:

Special Education

Regular Education

Mainstreamed %

vocational Education training in

Anticipated Date of School Exit Actual Date of School Exit

Reason for Exit: Dropout Grad Caapletion of Program

Transition Team Members:

Parent/Guardian

Representative Agency

Representative Agency

Representative AgencY

Representative Agency

Representative Agency

Or
Transition Team Chair
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POSTSEOONDARY GOAIS

VOCATIONAL:

Competitive EMployment with no support

Competitive Emplaymentwith time limited support

Suprorted Employment

Sheltered Employment

Other

POSIWOMARY ECUCATION/TRAni_ING

Universityno special support

Universityneeds special support

Ominanity College--no special support

Comaanity College--special support

Community College--special classes/programs

Military

Vocational Training Program

Adult Education

Or
INDEPENDERT LIVING

Independent Living--no support services

L dependent Livingtire limited support

Independent Livingea 1 y support

With Parents or Relatives

Group Hone
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Adult Home

skilled Nursing

Or

LEISURE/0341MM PARTICIPATION

Voting

Utilizing Community Facilities (Such as bowling, alleys, pools,
parks, library, restaurant, movie theater

The Arts

Sports Participant/Spectator

Omtnity Groups

Service Organization; Religious Organizations

Indicate Specific Activities Below:
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Glossary of Tents

mole- bodied: The preferred term for describing persons without disabilities.
The word "normal" is often used as a synonym for able-bodies. However, this
term should only be used to refer to statistical norms and averages (National
Rehabilitation Association.)

age of eligibility: All eligible handicapped children who have not graduated
from a secondary school or completed a program approved by the Board of
Education and who are mentally retarded, physically handicapped, seriously
emotionally disturbed, speech and language impaired, hearing impaired, visually
impaired, autistic, multihardicapped, severely and profoundly handicapped, have
a specific learning disability, or who are otherwise handicapped as defined by
the Board of Education; who, because of such impainmarts, are in need of special
education, whose second birthday falls on or before September 30, and who have
not readied their twenty-second birthday an or before September 30 (Regulations
Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in
Virginia, 1985.)

audiology: (1) Identifying and evaluating children with hearing loss;
(2) Determining the range, nature, and degree of hearing loss, including
referral for medical or other professional attention for the rehabilitation of
bearing; (3) Selecting and fitting an appropriate aid and evaluating the
effectiveness of ampiiation; and (4) Counseling and guidance of pupils and
parents regarding hearing loss (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs
for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

autism: A behaviorally defined syndrome; the essential features are typically
manifested prior to thirty months of age and include disturbances of: (1)

developmental rates and/or sequences; (2) responses to sensory stimuli; and (3)
speeds, language, and cognitive capacities and capacities to relate to people,
events, and objects (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for
Hardicrppedadldren and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

halal: It is correctly used to describe a person with a total loss of vision.
It is not considered appropriate for describing persons with partial vision.
Such persons are more accurately described as partially sighted or with partial
vision ( National Rehabilitation Association.)

gild: Any person who shall not have reached his/her twenty- second birthday by
September 30 of the current year (Regulations Governing Special Education
Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

mumbengliwg: Educational programs and support services
which are required to provide a free appropriate educational program in the
least restrictive environment to every handicapped child ages 2 to 21,
inclusive, in each local school division or other public agencies responsible
for providing educational services to handicapped children and youth
(Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped Children and
Youth in Virginia, 1985.)
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gregataldimbility: The correct term for describing a disability which has
existed since birth. The often-used term "birth defect" is considered
inappropriate when used to describe human beings (National Rehabilitation
Association.)

carat: (1) The parent has been fully informed of all information relevant to
the activity for which consent is sought in his or her native language, or other
mode of comounication; (2) the parent understands and agrees, in writing, to the
carrying it of the activity for which his or her consent is sought and the
consent describes that activity and lists the records (if any) which will be
released and to wham; and (3) the parent understands that the granting of
consent is voluntary on the part of the parent and may be revoked any time
(Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped Children and
Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

gggnalks_gandsys: Services provided by qualified visiting teachers, social
workers, psythologists, guidance counselors, or other qualified personnel
aUgulations Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped Children and
Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

jOgr: Correctly used to describe a person with a total hearing loss. It is not
considered appropriate for describing a person with partial hearing. Such
persons are more accurately described as having a (partial or severe) hearing
loss or a hearing impairment (impaired) (National Rehabilitation Association.)
A hearing imdicen11:14hich is so severe that the child is impaired in processing
Linguistic information through hearing, with or without amplification, which
adversely affects educational performance (Regulations Governing Special
Education Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

deaf-blind: Concomitant hearing and visual impairments, the combination of
which causes severe ccutounication and other developmental and educational
problems so that they cannot be accarmrdated in special education programs
solely for deaf or blind children (Regulations Governing Special Education
Programs for HandiceppexiChildren and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

jkmikammAgaAagkEa_ity: Any mental and /or physical. disability incurred before
age 22 which is likely to continue indefinitely and results in substantial
functional limitations in a combination of major life activities that will
require individualized care and treatment of lifelong duration. This term
includes individuals with mental retardation, cerebral palsy, autism, epilepsy,
sensory impLimmez*-s, birth injuries, traumatic accidents, or other disease
processes which began prior to age 22 (National Rehabilitation Association.)

agniggingitsluyAragyig: A child belad age 5 who exhibits a significant delay
in one or more of the areas of development: cognitive ability, motor skills,
social/adaptive behavior, perceptual skills, and camanication skills
(Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped Children and
Youth in Virginia, 1A5.)

direct services: Services provided to a handicapped child by the state
directly, by contract, or through other arrangements (Regulations Governing
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Special Education Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia,
1985.)

sligiggaty,sility: These terms are preferred over
"handicap(ped) " to describe a permanent, physical condition that interferes with
a person's ability to do something independently--walk, see, hear, talk, dress,
learn, lift, work, etc. Terms sudh as cripple(d), deformed, victim, sufferer,
invalid, and spastic, are .cosidered negative and demeaning and should not be
used (NittictmaRehabilitationAmx:iation).

disclosure: Permitting access or the release, transfer, or other communication
of education (scholastic) records of the student or other personally identifi-
able information contained therein, by any means to any party. (1) Disclosure,
through access, means the right to review, inspect, and copy. (2) Disclosure,
through release, means the surrender of specific information, orally, in
writing, or electronically, upon receipt of a valid request. (3) Disclosure,
through transfer, means to surrender the entire record when transfer occurs
-within a local school division. It may also mean the surrender of a transcript
of the record when transfer occurs between local school divisions, between local
school divisions and pcstseccaldary institutions or another educational agency or
institution (Regulations Governing Special Eduction Program for Handicapped
Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985)

down's syndrame: Preferred over "marx.plism(csid)" to describe a form of mental
retardation involving improper chramesomal division at conception (National.
Rehabilitation Association.)

4111 eligible student: A student who is 18 years of age or is attending an
institution of postsecondary education. The permission or consent required of
and the rights accorded to parents relative to scholastic records shall be
accorded said studerts (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for
Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

evaluation: Procedures used to determine whetherachild is handicapped and the
nature and extent of the special education and related services that the child
needs. The term means procedures used selectively with an individual child and
does not include basic tests administered or procedures used with all children
in a school, grade, or class (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs
for HandicappedChildminand Youth in Virginia, 1985).

FADE: A statutory term which requires special education and related services to
be provided in accordance with an individualized education program (IEP).
However, under Section 504, each recipient must provide an education which
includes services that are "designed to meet individual educational needs of
handicapped persons as adequately as the needs of norhanctioappedperscns are met

" Those regulations state that implementation of an IEP, in accordance
with Part B, is one means of meeting the "FAR" requirement (Regulations
Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in
Virginia, 1985.)

federal financial assistance: Any grant, loan, contract or any other
arrangement by which the U.S. Department of Education provides or otherwise
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rakes available assistance in the form of funds, services of federal personnel,
or real and personal property ("Regulations Governing Special Education Programs
for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

finandaLaid: Payment of funds provided to an individual on a payment in kind
of tangible or intangible property to an individual which is coniltimedon the
individual's attendance at an educational agency or institution (Regulations
Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in
Virginia, 1985.)

tragagzsgdata_saaigggigatim (FAPE1: Special education and related
services which: (1) are provided at public expense, under public supervision
and direction, and without charge; (2) nest the standards of the state
educational agency; (3) include preschool, elementary school, secondary school,
ar vocational education; and (4) are provided in conformity with an
individualized education program (Regulations Governing Special Education
Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 19'154

handicap(ped): It is often used as a synonym for Disability (disabled).
However, except when citing laws or regulations, it is the less preferred term
for describing a person's physical condition. it is better used to describe
enviromental conditions sack as stairs, attitudes, or laws, etc., which inhibit
a person's ability to function independently. For coupler it ;Amid be correct
to say, "The stairs are a handicap for her" but incorrect to say, "the
handicapped child could not use the stairs" (National Rehabilitation
Association.)

ggEpjaggmttions: The term "handicapped Children" means those children
who are mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, speech and language impaired,
visually handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed, orthopedically impaired,other health impaired, autistic, deaf/blind, severely and profoundly
handicapped, rcultihandicapped, or have a specific learning disability, who,
because of such impairments, need special education and related services
( REgilations Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped Children and
Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

barisfborkg: A hearing impairment, wiwthea7pernanent or fluctuating, which
adversely affects a child's educational performance but which is not included
under the definition of "deaf" in this section (Regulations Governing Special
Education Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

jzortjalbegringstriamr: A person, selected fray a list maintained by the
SEA. An impirtial hearing officer rust: (1) be a member of the Virginia Bar
and approved by the Office of the Attorney General; (2) attend required trainingsessicos; (3) adhere to timeliness attendant to due process hearings; (4) adfrre
to SEA and any other applicable due process policies and procedures; (5) beunbiased --trot prejudiced for or against any party involved in the hearing; (6)
be disinterestednot having any interest in the outcome; and (7) be
independentnot an officer or agent of the LEA or the SEA.

NOEE: A person who otherwise qualifies to serve as a hearing officer isnot an employee of the agency solely because he /she is paid by the agency to
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serve in this capacity ( Regulatiais Governing Special Education Programs for
Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

IrJividualized Education Program (IEP) : A written statement for each
handicapped child developed in any meeting by a representative of the LEA who
shall be qualified to provide, or supervise the provision of, specially designed
instruction to meet the unique needs of handicapped children, the teacher, the
parents of such child, and whenever appropriate, such child, whidh statement
shall include: (1) a statement of the present levels of educational performance
of such child; (2) a statement of annual goals, including short-term
instructional objectives; (3) a statement of the specific educational services
to be provided to such child, and the extent to which such child will be able to
participate in regular educaticmal program; (4) the projected date for
initiation and anticipated duration of such services; and (5) appropriate
objective criteria and evaluation procedures and schedules for determining, at
least on an annual basis, whether instructional objectives are being achieved
alegulatirms Governing Special EdUcation Programs for Handicapped Children and
Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

i=m2dsajgathigi: Training other than that received by an individual in a
program which leads to a degree (Regulations Governing Special

Education Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

1,e1,1302;tiEcHijammtjma: Educational setting for handicapped
children which, to the maximum extent possible, provides for education and
supplementary aids /services necessary to the handicapped child's special needs,
in settings comparable to, but not separke from, those provided children who
are not handicapped unless the nature or severity of the handicap requires such
separation (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped
Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

looLjgkgatloglwsgmLajzi: The local school division or other public
agencies responsible for providing educational services to handicapped children
and youth (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped
Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

:4,11,yja.lamt,41_41,g2=: Correctly used to describe a person who has lost
the social and/or vocational skills necessary to function independently.
Negative, demeaning terms such as mentally deranged, deviant, maniac, crazy,
lunatic, and mad are considered inappropriate and should be used only in direct
quotations. Terms such as neurotic, psychotic, psychopathic, and schizophrenic
(describing behavior but not for people) are not appropriate since these terms
describe conditions people may have, not the people themselves. For example,
use "an individual with schizophrenia" not "a schizophrenic" and use "a person
with an alcohol dependence" not "an alcoholic" (National Rehabilitation
Association.)

mrtigjayj=sled: The preferred term for describing a person who, from birth,
has developed at a rate significantly below average. Terms suds as idiot,
moron, mentally deficient/defective, imbecile, and feeble-minded are considered
derogatory and should be used only in direct quotations when essential to the
story (National Rehabilitation Association.) A significantly subaverage general
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intellectual functiaming, existing concurrently with deficits in adaptive
behavior and manifested during the developmental period, which adversely affects
a child's educaticmal performance (Regulations Governing Special Education
Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

altibenaggemg: Concomitant impairments (such as mentally retarded-blind,
mentally retarded-orthopedically impaired, etc.), the combination of which
causes such severe educational problems that they cannot be acoammodabad in
special education ;magma= solely for one of the impairments. The term does not
include deaf-blind children (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs
for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

natalmjamage: It is defined by section 703(a)(2) of the Bilingual Education
Act which provides as follows: The term "native language when used with
reference to a person of limited English-speaking ability, means the language
normally used by that person, or in the case of a child, the language normally
used by the parents of the child (Regulations Governing Special Education
Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

smamiticsaltbermy: It is improving, developing, or restoring functions
impaired or last through illness, injury, or deprivation. It is improving the
ability to perform tasks for independent functioning when functioning when
functions are impaired or lost. It is preventing, through early intervention,
initial or further impairment or loss of function (Regulations Governing Special
Education Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

oilloggasallyjag: A severe orthopedic impairment which adversely affects
a child's educational performance. The term includes impairments caused by
congenital anomaly (e.g. clubfoot, absence of same member, etc.) impairments
caused by disease (e.g. poliomyelitis, bone tuberculosis, etc.), and impairments
from other causes (e.g. cerebral palsy, amputations, and fractures or burns
which cause contracture) (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for
Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

=grjralAijanj: It means having limited strength, vitality or alertness,
due to chronic or acute health problems such as a heart condition, tuberculosis,
rheumatic fever, nephritis, asthma, sickle cell anemia, hemophilia, epilepsy,
lead poisoning, leukemia, or diabetes, which adversely affects a child's
educational performance (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for
Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

perent: A parent, guardian, or an individual acting as a parent in the absence
of a parental guardian. The term "parent" means either parent, unless the LEA
has been provided with evidence that there is a legally binding instrument or a
state law or court order governing such matters as divorce, separation, or
custody which mother or father, the adoptive mother or father, or the legally
appointed guardian or committee has custody of the child. The term "parent"
also means a surrogate parent appointed pursuant to provisions set forth in
Regulations. A child 19 years or older may assert any rights under these
regulations in his/her own name (Regulations Governing Special Education
Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)
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imontscsangaingAnLtainirs: Assisting parents in understanding the special
needs of their child and providing parents with information about child
development (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped
Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

aztjatatingessmy: Any agency or institution which collects, maintains, or
uses personally identifiable information or from which information is obtained
(Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped Children and
Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

wzgautimsannc&Ignejs: It is the preferred term for describing a person who
is unable to speak at all. Terms such as "deaf-mute" and "deaf and dumb" are
considered degrading and imply that persons without speech are also deaf which
may not necessarily be the (National Rehabilitation Association.)

personally identifiable data: It is (1) the name of a child, the child's
parent, or other family member; (2) the address of the child; (3) a personal
identifier such as the child's social security number or student number; (4) a
list of personal characteristics which would make it possible to identify the
child with reasonable certainty; or (5) other information which would permit
reasonably certain identification of the child (Regulations Governing Special
Education Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

physical sglzatjan: It is defined as follows: (1) the term means the
development of physical and rotor fitness, fundamental rotor skills and
patterns, and skillg in aquatics, dance, and individual and group games and
sports (includi j intracural and lifetime sports) and (2) the term includes
special physical education, adapted physical education, movement education, and
motor. development (RegulAticms Governing Special Education Programs for
Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

1?-it if- 02-11A Services provided by a qualified physical therapist upon
medical referral and direction; and includes the evaluation, testing, treatment,
reeducation and rehabilitation by physical, rechanical, or electronic measures
and procedUres of individuals who because of trauma, disease or birth defect
present physical and/or emotional disorders. The term "physical therapy" does
not include the use of Roentgen rays and radium for diagnostic or therapeutic
purposes or the use of electricity for shock therapy and surgical purposes,
including cauterization (Regulations Governing Special Education Proyidaus for
Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

pjamentstano: it is the change in a child's academic offerings from general
to special education and vice versa, and the change in the physical setting
where a child's special education program is offered (Regulations Governing
Special Educations Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia,
1985.)

grwritsubanN: Any change in the way special education services are provided
to a child as determined by the child's individualized education program
(Negulations Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped Children aid
Youth in Virginia, 1985.)
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psychological services: It includes (1) administering psychological and
educaticmal tests and other assessment procedures; (2) interpreting assessment
results; (3) ate.? ring, integrating, and interpreting information about child
behavior and conditions relating to learning; (4) consulting with other staff
members in planning school programs to meet the special needs of children as
indicated by psychological tests, interviews, and behavioral evaluations; and,
(5) paanning and memaging a program of psychological services, including
psychcaogical counseling for children and parents (Regulations Governing Special
Education Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

pagiaAgeney: It includes the state educational agency, local educational
agencies, intermediate educational units, and any other public agencies which
are responsible for providing education to handicapped children (Regulations
Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in
Virginia, 1985.)

_: It means that a required educational and evaluation service is
provided at no cost to the parent (Regulations Governing Special Education
Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

regipient: It means any state or other political subdivision, any public or
private agency, institution, organization, or other entity, or any person to
which public financial assistance is extended directly or through another
recipient (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped
Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

recreation: It includes (1) assessment of leisure function; (2) therapeutic
recreation services; (3) recreation program in schools and community agencies;
and (4) leisure education (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for
Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

related services: Transportation and such developmental, corrective, and other
supportive services as are required to assist a handicapped child to benefit
from special education, and includes speech pathology and audiology,
psychclogical services, physical and occupational therapy, recreation, early
identification and assessment of disabilities in children, counseling services,
and medical services for diagnostic or evaluation purposes. The term also
includes school health services, social work services in schools and parent
ccunselimg and training.

Senate Report No. 94-168 provides a definition of "related services,"
making clear that all such related services may not be required for each
individual child and that such term includes early identification and assessment
of handicapping conditions and the provision of services to minimize the effects
of olch conditions.

The list or related services is not exhaustive and may include other
developmental, corrective, or supportive services (such as artistic and cultural
programs, and art, music and dance therapy), if they are required to assist a
handicapped child to benefit from special education.



There are certain kinds of services which might be provided by persons from
varying professional backgrnunds and with a variety of operational titles,
depending upon requirements in individual states. For example, counseling
services might be provided by social workers, psychologists, or guidance
counselors, and psychological testing might be done by qualified psychological
examiners, psychanetrists, or psychologists, depamibigupor state standards.

Eadh related service defined under this part may include appropriate
adMinistrative and supervisory activities that are necessary for program
planning, management, and evaluation (Regulations Governing Special Education
Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

5chool Health Services: Services provided by a qualified school nurse or other
qualified person (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for
Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

=wing: Those processes which are used routinely with all children to help
determine educational strengths and weaknesses (Regulations Governing Special
Education Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

Eggitim10: That section of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 which is designed
to eliminate discrimination on the basis of handicap in any program or activity
receiving federal financial assistance (Regulations Governing Special Education
Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

mime: Correctly used to describe an involuntary muscular contraction
symptomatic of the brain disorder, epilepsy. The tern "convulsion" should be
reserved for the more dramatic type of seizure involving contractions of the
entire body. Although the term "fit" can be found in the dictionary and may be
commonly used by the medical profession in other countries, it is considered
inappropriate because it connotes mental derangement, willful emotional
outbursts or loss of emotional control (National Rehabilitation Association.)

2=kgraysmtignallyliW2artag: It is defined as follows: (1) A condition
exhibiting one or more of the following characteristics over a long period of
time and to a marked degree which adversely affects educational performance:
(a) an inability to learn which cannot be explained by intellectual, sensory, or
health factors; (b) an inability to build or maintain satisfactory interpersonal
relationships with peers and teachers; (c) inappropriate types of behavior or
feelings under normal circumstances; (d) a general pervasive mood of unhappiness
or depressions; or (e) a tendency to develop physical symptoms or fears
associated with personal or school problems; (2) The term includes children who
are schizophrenic. The term does not include children who are socially
maladjusted, unless it is determined that they are seriously emotionally
disturbed (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped
Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

myezpayantjzsafonaylismliguaml: It is defined as follows: (1) The term
includes individual.: who: (a) have primary disabilities that severely impair
cognitive and/or adaptive skills and life functioning; (b) may have associated
severe behavior problems; (c) may have the high probability of additional
physical and/or sensory handicaps; and (d) do require significantly more
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educational resources than are provided for the mildly and moderately
handicapped in medal education programs; (2) Specifically included are: (a)
individuals diagnosed as severely and profoundly mentally retarded; and/or (b)
individuals who exhibit two or more gay= handicaps, i.e., physical, sensory,
behavioral. ME: The term does not, however, include individuals of normal
intelligenoewho are orthopedically and other health impaired regardless of the
numblr of relabel support services they require (Regulations Governing Special
Education Programs forIkaldicappedChildren and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

pocioloaical serviceg: (Visiting Teacher/School Social Worker) include: (1)
Preparing a social or developmental history on a handicapped child; (2) Group
and individual counseling with the child and family; (3) Working with those
problems in a child's living situation (home, school, and community) that affect
the child's adjustment in school; and (4) Mobilizing school and community
resources to enable the child to receive maximum benefit from his or her
educational program (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for
Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

swag: It is correctly used to describe a muscle with sudden abnormal
involuntary spasms. It is not appropriate for describin a person with cerebral
pelsy,-,musclee are spastic, not people (National Rehabilitation Association.)

glicgdg: It is incorrectly used to describe that which is different or uncommon
about any person. However, except when citing laws or regulations, it is
considered condescending to use this term to describe persons with disabilities
in general (National Rehabilitation Association.',

amiLetzzatim: Specifically designed instruction, at no cost to the parent,
to -most the unique needs of a handicapped child, including classroom
instruction, instruction in physical education, home instruction, and
instruction in hospitals and institutions. The term includes speech pathology,
if the service consists of specially designed instruction, at no cost to the
parent, to meet the unique needs of a handicapped child. The term also includes
vocational education if it consists of specially designed instruction at no cost
to the parent, to meet the unique needs of a handicapped child. The terms in
this definition are defined as follows: (1) At no cost means that all !_ecially
designed instruction is provided without charge, but does not preclude
incidental fees which are normally charged to nonhandicapped students or their
parents as a part of the regular educatim program; (2) Physical education means
the development of physical and motor fitness, fundamental motor skills and
patterns, and skills in aquatics, dance, and individual and group games and
sports (including intramural and lifetime sports.) The term includes special
physical education, adaptive physical education, movement education, and motor
development. vocational education means organized educational programs which
are directly related to the preparation of individuals for paid or unpaid
employment, or for additional preparation for a career requiring other than a
baccalaureate or advanced degree. The definition of special education is a
particularly important one under these regulations since a child is not
handicapped unless he or she needs special education. The definition of related
services also depends on this definition, since a related service must be
necessary for a child to benefit from special education. Therefore, if a child
does not need special education, there can be no related services and the child
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Obezmuse not "handicappedr) is not covered under the Act (Regulations Governing
Special Education Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia,
1985.)

specific learnirg disability: It is a disorder in one or more of the basic
psychological processes involved in understanding or in using language, spoken
or written, WU:litany manifest itself it an imperfect ability to listen, think,
speak, read, write, spell, or to do mathematical calculations which adversely
affects the Child's educational performance. The term includes such conditions
as perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dysle4ia, and
developmental aphasia. The term does not include children who have learning
problems which are primarily the resent' of visual, hearing, or motor handicaps,
of mental retardation, of emotional disturbance, or of environmental, cultural,
or economic disadvantage (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for
Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

It is a disorder in the ability to learn effectively in respect to one's
own potential when presented with an appropriate, regular instructional
environment. This does not include persons with vision, hearing, or motor
inpairment, those with mental retardation or emotional disi-urbance or persons
who are envircurentally, culturally, or economically disadvantaged. The term
specific learning disability is preferred over the note general term, learning
disability because it emphasizes that the disability effects only area or two
areas of learning (NatimaRehabilitationAssoolation.)

seech_endlanguage *paired: A communication disorder, such as stuttering,
impaired articulation, a language impairment, or a voice impairment, which
adversely affects a child's educational performance (Regulations Governing
Special Education Programs for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia,
1985.)

gaggijaming: It is correctly used to describe persons with limited or
different speech patterns (National Rehabilitation Association.)

2urgwateneznt: Aperson appointed in accordance with procedures set forth to
provide children who are In legal or physical custody of the state, or whose
parents are not known or are unavailable, with the protection of procedural
safeguards (Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped
Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

testing: Individual evaluation procedures (formal testing and assessment) to
determine initial or continued eligibility for special education services
(Regulations Governing Special Education Programs for Handicapped Children and
Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

Elmeily_tgaisarssa: A visual impairment which, even with correction
adversely affects a child's educational performance. The term includes both
partially seeing and blind children (Regulation Governing Special Education
Program for Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

matignsaLeshgatiga: Organized educational programs which are directly related
to the preparation of individuals for paid or unpaid employment or for
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additional preparation for a career requiring other than a baccalaureate or
adVanced degree. This definition of vocational education is taken from the 111)
Vocational Edication Act of 1963, as amended by Public Law 94-492. Under that
Act, "vocationl education" includes industrial arts and consumer and homemaking
education programs (Regulations Governing Special Educatim Programs for
Handicapped Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)

signigLtlxillats: All parental rights and responsibilitiee; for the care and
custody of a child have been terminated by COurt order and the chi_ has been
placed in the care and custody of the State (Regulations Governing Special
EdUcation Programs for limlicaffed Children and Youth in Virginia, 1985.)
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APPENDIX G

Guidelines for Writing and Reporting About Persons
with Disabilities
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The following points are issues to consider when portrayirr or writing about
individn lc with disabilities:

a. Only rake reference to a person's disability when it is important to the
story.

b. Avoid using adjectives as nouns as in: "the disabled, the deaf, the
blind, a cripple, a retard/retardate, a victim, an arthritic, a
spastic." It is more acceptable to say, *people who are deaf" or
"person wholes had polio," "persons with disabilities."

C4 Where possible, emphasize the importance of the individual rather than
the disability by saying, "person" or "individual" before describing the
disability. For example, say, "persons (those) with disab: ities" or
"people who are deaf" rather than "disabled persons" or "deaf people."

d. Avoid using descriptions such as unfortunate, pitiful, poor and other
such value-laden words. When possible, use descriptions which emphasize
a person's abilities such as: "uses a wheelchair/braces" rather than,
"confined to a wheeldhair" (a wheelchair enables mobility, without it,
the person is confined to a bed.)

e. Do not sensationalize the onset or effects of a disability with phrases
as: afflicted with...suffering from. It is more acceptable to say,
"the person has (had), the person has experienced, a person with."

f. Qualifying statements such as, "He uses a wheelchair but seems to be
very bright" are demeaning and imply that the attribute is exceptional.

Avoid implying sickness when discussing disabling conditions. To the
general public, "disease" has connotations of being unsightly and
contagious. A disability itself is not a disease nor is the person
necessarily chronically ill.

h. Avoid pejorative implications of disability-related words when used in
commonly accepted metaphors (Wright, 1984). For example, alternatives
for "blind faith" should be "unquestioning faith," "blind rage" should
be "furious undirected rage."

g-
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Able- bodied: 145
Academic Advisement: 65
Academic Common Market 55
Accessibility: 65

Accommodation: 66

Acute/Intensive Psychiatric or Substance Abuse Services: 49
Adult Basic Education (ABE) 40

Adult Develornental/Activity Center/Developmental Day Programs 51
Adult Education 40
Adult literary activities 41
Advocacy: 83

Affirmative Action 56
Agricultural Education 37

Allied Training 47
Allowable services 69

Alternative Day Support Arrangements 51
Aptitude testing: 72
Audiology: 145

Autism: 145

Background Information: 108, 111, 113, 116
Blind: 145
Board of Education 32

Business Education 37
Career ladder 26
Career Seminar: 80
Case Management 50

CASE STUDIES 106
Cashiering and General Office Helper: 119
Center for Independent Living 46
Certificates of high school equivalency 70
Child Care: 118
Child: 145

Choice/Change Seminars: 73

Client tracking 29
Closure 27
Co--Curricular Activities: 62

College Scholarship Assistance Program 57
College Transfer Education: 60
Colorado follow-up 3

Communication Services 46
Cam unity Resources: 65

Congenital disability: 146
Consent: 146
Continuing Adult Education: 60
Costs of services 29
Council Notes 57
Council Programs and Activities 55
Council Publications 57

Counseling and guidance 94
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Counseling and psychological services 45
Counseling and testing 74
COunseling services: 146

COunseling: 61
Current Evaluation Results: 110, 112
Current Psychological Evaluation Results: 114, 117
CUstamized training 70
Day Support Services: 50

Day Treatment/Partial Hospitalization 50
Deaf persons 82
Deaf Project 46
Deaf: 146
Deaf-blind: 146
Deaf/hard of hearing people 82
Demonstration site 28
Development of job openings 70
Developmental disability: 146
Developmentally delayed: 146
Direct services: 146
Directory of Urbdergraduate Degree Program at Virginia Colleges 57
Disability groups 22
Disability, disabled, physical disability: 147
Disclosure: 147
Dislocated Worker Programs 72
Disseminating information on program activities to employers 70
Domiciliary Care 52
Down's syndrome: Preferred over Dmongolism(oid)" to describe 147
Drop-out 22
Duplication of services 27

Early Intervention - These activities are intended to improve 53
Eastern Shore TUition Assistance Program aids Virginia's Easte 57
Economically disadvantaged 68

Education for Ebonnmic Security Act 55
Education Services: Visually handicapped 79
Education-ta-work transition activities 70
Educational History: 111, 113, 116
Educational Information: 108
EEP: The Education to Employment Project 5
Eligibility 32, 37, 40, 42, 48, 59, 68, 72, 75, 82
Eligible student: 147
Emergency Services: 48

Eminent Scholars Program 55
Employability 25
Employability Training: 73

Employment generating activities 70
Evaluation of vocational rehabilitation potential 94
Evaluation: 147

Exemplary youth programs 70

EXtended Rehabilitation: 49

Extended Shelteredarcloyment or Work Activity 50
Fact Book on Higher Education in Virginia 57
FAPE: 147
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Feasibility (Reasonable Expectation) 77
Federal financial assistance: 147
Financial Aid 57
Financial Aid Information Brochures 57
Financial aid: 148
Follow -up procedures 27
Follow-up services 70
Free appropriate public education 34

Functioning abilities 22
Funds for ENcellence 55
Funds for ENcellence Sub- program 56
Gainful hawbcund work 78
GATB: 118
General Education Development (GED) testing 41
General Education: 60
Glossary of Terms 145
Goal for independence 26
Goal of Project VAST 14
Group Etees/Halfway Muses 51
Guidance and counseling 43
HandicapOped): 148
Handicapped 37
Handicapped child 33

Handicapping conditions: 148
Hard of hearing persons 82
Hard of hearing: 148
Harris and Associates 2

Hasazi 159
Head Trauma Program 46
Head Trauma Program: 44
Health Occupations Education 38
Higher Education Equipment Trust FuM 55
Higher Education Studies 57
Home Economics Education 38
Homemaker 77

IACC 4, 9, 87
IEP 25
Impartial hearing officer: 148
In-service training: 149

Independent Living Evaluation 130
Independent living services 94
Independent Living Services: 45
Independent Living: 109, 114, 117
Individual Transition Teams 24
Individualized education program (IEP) 25
Individualized Education Program (IEP): 149
Information and Referral Services 83
Inpatient cervices: Mental health, mental retardation 49
Institutional sk.A.11 training 69
Instructional Materials and Resource Center: 79
Intake Process 41, 47, 63, 71, 74, 80
Intensive Treatment or Intermediate Care Programs 51
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Interagency Coordinating Cbuncil 4

Intermediate Care Facility/Geriatric: 49
Intermediate Care Facility /Mentally Retarded: 49
Interpreters 83
Interpreter and none- taking services for the deaf 43
Interpreter services and note - taking services for the deaf 95
Interpreter Services: 83
IWRP 27
Job counseling 69
Job development 70, 74
Job follow-up services 43
Job placement 73
Job referral /jab placement: 72
Job seardh assistance 69
Job Seeking Skills Program: Throughout most of Virginia 45
Job Training Partnership administration 68
Lead agency 25
lead Agency Transfer 29
Least Restrictive Environment (IRE): 149
Legal guardians(s) 23
Legislative and Program Evaluation: 83
Leisure Activities: 109, 112, 114, 116
Letter to parent(s) 23
Literacy training and bilingual training 70
LITT 19
=Member Identification 20
LILT Training 20
Local Educational. Agency (LEA) : 149
Local Interagency Transition Teams 19
Local special education advisory board 21
Low Vision Services: 78
Maintenance and transportation 43

Medical Facilities: 65

Medical specialties, including physical, neurology, internal 45
Medical/Surgical: 49
Mentally ill/mental disorder: 149
Mentally retarded: 149
Mithaug 159
Mbdel 19

Monitoring 28

Monitoring /Client Tracking 28
Itiltihardicapped: 150
Native langLage 150
Needs-based peuments 70
Night blindness 76

Occupational goal 26
Occupational Placement Serv.I.,,e: 62

Occupational Therapy 46
Occupational therapy: 150

Occupational-Technical Education: 60
On Line (news letter) 57

On-site industry-specific training programs 70
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On- the -job training 69
Orientation: Each new student admitted to a community college 61
Orthopedically impaired: 150
OSEPS programming for the transition of youth 159
Other health impaired: 150
Outpatient and Case Management Services: 50
Outpatient evaluations, therapy, treatment, and mobile visits 46
Outpatient services 50
Outreach 69
Outreach: 84

OVERVIEW OF PROJECT VAST 99
Parent counseling and training: 151
Parent: 150
Parental consent 23

Ptimarpan coNSENT AND RELEASE OF INFORMATION FORM 136, 137
Participant Identification and Selection 22
Participant Selrction 23
Participant/Par ,nt. Recruitment 23
Participating a- ancy: 151
Person who canno*-. speak: 151
Personally identifiable data: 151
Physical and mental restoration services 94
Physical education: 151
Physical Therapy 46
Physical therapy: 151
PIC 69
Placement change: 151
Placement in suitable employment: Job placement 94
Poole 159

Post-employment services 94

Postsecondary Education/Rehabilitation Transition 5
POSTEMONIARY EIXTCATION/TRAINING 141
POSTSEOMMRY GOALS 141
Pre-apprenticeship programs 70
Pre-employment services 73
Pre-Vocational Services 46
Preparatory Programs: 61
Prevention and Early Intervention Services: 52

Primary Care - Substance abuse rehabilitation services 51
Primary Services 78

Private Industry Council (PIC) 69

Problem Solving/Mediation Procedures 29
Prcce49res for Acquiring Interpreter Services 84
Proficiency testing - clerical fields: 72
Program change: 151
Programs of advanced career training 69
Project PERT 5, 89
Project PLACEMENT 5, 91
Project Reports 28

Project STEER: Project STEER (Stimulate Transition to EMploym 80
Project TIE: Itansition into EMployment 5
PROJECT VAST TRAINING PACKAGE 96, 97, 99, 100, 102, 104, 106
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Virginian Registry of Interpreters 83
Psychological interview: 114
Psychological services: 152
PHILOSOPHY GAME 102
Project Advisory Committee 16

Rehabilitation - Programs for mentally ill 50
Public agency: 152
Public expense: 152
Public Law 98-199, 1

Reader services, rehabilitation teaching services 95
Recipient: 152
Recreation: 152
REFERENCES 159
Referral to service agencies 74
Referrals to DRS for VEC applicants with disabilities 73
Regional Grants and Contracts 55
Rehabilitation Engineer and Adaptive Equipment Specialist 46
Rehabilitation Engineering Services: 44
'Rehabilitation Nursing services 46
Rehabilitation Research & Training Center 5
Rehabilitation Teaching Services: 78
Related Services 35
Related services: Transportation 152
Remedial education and basic skills training 69
Representative Agency 140
ResidenceReqpirenents 60
Residential Respite/Emergency Shelter 52
Residential services 95
Residential Services: 51
Residential vs Commuting Problems: 65
Rights of handicapped persons 34

RRTC 5
Schaol Health Services: 153
Screening procedures 34

Screening: 153

SDA 69
Section 504: That section of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 153
Seizure: 153

Seriously emotionally disturbed: 153
Service Delivery Area (SW 69
Services for the Deaf and Hearing Impaired: 44
Services to members of a handicapped individual's family 94
Severe handicaps 154
Severely and profoundly handicapped: 153
Skilled Nursing: 49
Social History: 108, 111, 113, 116
Social Services: 78
Socioecormicbackground 22
Sociological services: 154
Special education 5, 32
Special education: 154
Special Programs 38
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Special Programs Eligibility 37
Special Services 73, 79
Special Student Services: 63
Special: 154
Specialized Programs and Services 44
Specialized Regional and Catanunity Services: 61
Specialized surveys 69

Specific learning disability: 155
Speeds and language inpaired: 155
Speeds *paired: 155
Sponsored Placements 52
Standardized reports 28
State council of Higher Education for Virginia 54

State Interagency Transition Task Force (SITT) 16
State Special Education Advisory Committee (SSEAC) 11
State System of Supportive Employment 5
Status Study 159
Status Study of Transitional Services for Disabled Youth 9

Strength Deployment Inventory for each LITT member 104
Student Development Services 61
Student Financial Aid: 62
Student follow-Up: 62

STUDENT SELECTION 138, 139
Summer Adjustment Program: 80
Summer Program for Undergraduates 56
Supervised Apartments - Programs operated or contracted by CSB 54

410
Supported employment services 43

Supported Living Arrangements - Innovative residential 52
Supported or Transitional Employment 51
Supportive services 70
Surrogate parent: 155
Survey to identify vocational education 159
Survey to Identify Vocational Education Programs and Services 11
Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (WIC) : VEC 73

TEAM BUILDING 104
Team chair 27

Technology Education 38

Telecommunications, sensory and other technological aids 95
Testing: A cartprehensive testing program 61
Testing: Individual evaluation procedures 155
The Adult High School Diploma Program 41
The Americanization Instructional Program 41
The English as a Second Language (ESL) 41
The General Education Development (GED) 40
The Governor's Employment and Training Department 68
The ICD survey of di,4abled Americans: 159
The Written Transition Program 27

Therapeutic Cam unity 51
Tindall 159
4racking system 29
Trade and Industrial Education 38

Training and Technical Assistance: 83
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Training programs operated by the private sector 69
Transfer Counseling: 62

Transfer of lead agency responsibility 27, 29
Transition Planning 25
Transition program 27

TRANSITION PROGRAM GUIDE 140
Transition team 26
Transiticial employment services 94
Transitional objectives 26
Transitional Service Implementation 28
Transportation 35

Transportation 94

Upgrading and retraining 70
VAST Tracking system 29

VAST Tracking System 17

VAST Resource System 17

VCCS Colleges with Special Services Projects 67
VDCHH 82
Vending Facilities: Blind and visually handicapped 79
Veterans Assistance: 63

Veterans Service 72
Virginia Community College System 59
Virginia Department for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing 82
Virginia Department for the Visually Handicapped 75
Virginia Department of Education 32
Virginia Department of Mental Health, Mental 48
Virginia Department of Rehabilitative Services 42
Virginia Employment Catmission 72

Virginia Council on Vocational Education (VCVE) 11
Virginia Industries for the Blind 79
Virginia Plan 58
Virginia Public School Division 159
Virginia Rehabilitation Center for the Blind: 79
Virginia Scholars Program 57
Virginia Spinal Cord Injury System 46
Virginia Student Transition Program 56
Virginia Transfer Grant Program 56
Virginia View 58
Virginia's Integrated Transition Approach Through Leadership 5
Visually handicapped: 155
Vita Bank 56
VITAL 5, 9, 88
Vocational and other training services 94
Vocational Assessment: 117
Vocational Education 36
Vocational education: 155
Vocational evaluation 43

Vocational exploration 70
Vocational History: 109, 114, 117
Vocational rehabilitative services 42
Vocational special program 38

Vocational Training 46
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Volunteer Services: 78
Ward of the state: 156
Will, M. 159
Woodrow Wilson Rehabilitation Center: 45
Work experience 70
Work habits 69
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